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ABSTRACT 

"sero-logues:" A Collaborative Approach to 
AlDS Photographic Representation 

What has been the effect of AlDS on photographic representation? 

Has photography been utilized to constmct the visual meaning of AIDS? If 

sol to what extent has photography contributed to the construction of an 

AlDS identity? What is the role of the art photographer in the 

representation of people with AIDS? 

In the past decade fine art photographic representations have 

addressed the subject of AIDS. As a practical component to this 

autobiographical thesis, I produced, in collaboration with three HIV+ 

individuals, a series of photographs entitled "sero-logues." This 

collaboration used an approach that I believe challenged conventional 

modes of representation. 

As part of my investigation I found it necessary to examine the 

responses of cultural critics/theorists to understand better both the 

criticisrn and praise leveled at photographers \niorking within AlDS 

representations. I argue that the art photographer must be aware of the 

cultural/social/economic positioning that has infoned/constnicted specific 

AlDS identities. To illustrate this point I examine how the photograph has 

been used not only as an art fom; but, as it has been used wWin the 

fields of medicine, psychiatry and policing as a definitive tool and as a 

regulatory force. 



With this knowiedge, I argue that the curent practice of 

photographical ly representing Al DS finds referents in the above 

mentioned fields. It would not be necessary to write this thesis if the 

representational manner in which people with AlDS was not so infomed. 

This thesis is an example of how such problematic representational 

strategies may be ruptured. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Photographs are not simply representations but are 
representational in that they are permeated by a system of 
values and an intelligibility which provide their subjects with 
meaning. Lest we forget, the camera image is a deliberately 
cropped, framed and mediated piece of reality. ' 

What has been the effect of AlDS on photographic representation? 

Has photographic representation been used to construct the visual 

meaning of AIDS? If so, to what extent has photography contributed to the 

construction of an AlDS identity? What is the role of the art photographer 

in the visual representation of people with AIDS? These questions initially 

informed my investigation, and, in the process, detemined the direction 

this thesis would take. 

I use an autobiographical approach throughout the thesis as it is self- 

reflexive and addresses the practical cornponents to which I was exposed 

throughout my graduate studies. More than and in addition to self- 

reflexivity the autobiographical approach provided al1 of the collaborators 

the opportunity to address the public in their own voices. Further, 

1 Suren Lalvani, "Photography, Episternology and the Body." In 
Cultural Studies 7:3, October 1993, p. 449. 

2 There are several genres within autobiography which provide 
several approaches to the voice of the author. These genres: additive, 
apology, confession, memoir, self-reflectivity, etcetera, can by definition 
be inter-related. I am writing from a combination of genre. 



autobiography can %holly immerse the reader in the experience and 

thought of another person. It can activate the reader to self-reflection and 

create a deeper recognition of shared humanity." 

As part of my inquiry I also found it advantageous to use cultural 

theory as an interdisciplinary tool from which to progress.4 Cultural theory 

provided a better understanding of the inter-relation between the cultural, 

social and historical implications on the subjects of photography, and 

AlDS in the sense that I initially addressed these subjects through a 

variety of disciplines including anthropology, Marxisrn, postmodemism, 

and reader response criticism. 

lnitially the thesis was concerned solely with photographic 

representation. Then I began questioning the artist's role in the process of 

representation. I became increasingly aware that my own photographic 

approach, one in which I maintained considerable control over the 

process, was becoming problematic and inappropriate for the completion 

James Goodwin. Autobiography: The Self Made Text Toronto: 
Maxwell MacMillan International, 1 993. 23. 

4 Cultural theory here represents the practice in cultural studies to 
address a subjed through an interdisciplinarity of paradigms. More, that 
"culture has become a theoretical problem for us only because it is 
already socially problematic ... Cultural theory is not, then, simply a 
particular, specialist academic discourse, the guiding hand behind a 
particular set of empirical, substantive research problems; it is also, and 
more interestingly, itself the repressed 'othe r'..." Andrew Milner. 
"Utlitarianism." In Contemporary Cultural Theoryr An Introduction, North 
Sydney: Allen & Unwin Australia Pty Ltd, 1991, p. 3-4. 



of this project. This thesis provides an account of what became known as 

"'sero-logues:' A Collaborative Approach to AlDS Photographic 

Representation." 

The photograph is more than the mechanically produced visual 

document. In the process of producing the photographldocument, a series 

of decisions detennined the construction of the final outcorne. The 

operator of the document has often predetenined the outcome in the 

very process of looking through a viewfinder. It is the predetermination of 

the outcome and the responsibility of the photographer which most 

concerns me. More specifically, I am concemed with the role of the art 

photographer when representing the AlDS pandemic. In trying to address 

this issue it was first necessary to determine the category of 

representation addressed by the photographer. 

5 AlDS is the acronyrn of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. 
AlDS is not one particular disease but rather the terrn is used to define 
the opportunistic illnesses that have been identified as 
characteristic/specific to this syndrome. In Canada and the United States 
the prevailing 'diseases' are identified as pneumocystis pneumonia 
(PCP), Kaposi Sarcoma (KS), severe cytornegolovirius, herpes infections, 
and so on. 

I use the terni representation throughout the thesis. More than the 
traditional definition of the terni (an image or statement accepted as true), 
I intend representation to include the cultural, political and social 
production wtiich informs the construction of the photograph. See John 
Tagg. The Burden of Representation: Essays on. Photographies and 
Histories. London: MacMillan Education, 1 988. 



Utilizing the categories outlined in 'Visible Lesions: lmages of the 

PWA in America," Jan Zita Grover argued that when addressing the 

'picture of healtWsickness', as it pertained to AIDS, there were three 

separate discursive fields: medicine, newspaper and periodical 

photojoumalism, and art photography. While each of these categories 

is worthy of examination and interacts with each other, my primary focus 

remains on that with which I most identify, the art photographer. 

I recognise that AlDS photographic representation is a global issue. 

However, the focus of this thesis rernains within Canada and the United 

States as cultural, political and social reactions have been so globally 

diverse. While many of the key issues involving photography and AIDS 

are globally similar, cultural and geographic representations remain quite 

idiosyncratic. I also recognise that there is more that is wrthy of 

investigation and, in continuing this work, I would examine the issue of the 

phenomenological "gap" that the imageltext combinations introduce. The 

Jan Zita Grover, 'Visible Lesions: Images of the PWA in Arnerica." In 
Fluid Exchanges, ed. James Miller, 23. Grover provides clarification within 
the categories identifying medicine as primarily directed towards 
physicians, newspaper and periodical photojoumalism towards both 
mainstream and gay audiences, and art photography as directed towards 
curators and patrons of museums and commercial galleries. These 
distinctions address what 'the picture of healthlsickness' looks like in 
relation to AIDS. 

1 do wish to note that the fine art photograph has steadily been 
appropriated into mainstream advertising and public health poster 
campaigns and as such is inter-related with the other categories. 



psychological "gap" between image and text, as well as the interpretive 

"gap" that exists between the text and the reader, are too expansive to 

address in this thesis. 

In future w r k  I may consider examining the aesthetic debates 

surrounding the photographic representation of people living with AIDS. 

For instance, the polemic debate surrounding aestheticism versus 

activism and my belief that the two positions are not essentially 

irreconcilable. I may also address the Paragone tradition which identifies 

the tensions raised between the arts which may provide further insights 

into rny interests conceming image and text combinations. 8 

The thesis is presented in three chapters. -ter One addresses 

methodology. This includes: 'critical awakenings,' 'contemporary issues,' 

'a photographic project unfolds,' 'establishing an acceptable 

methodological approach,' 'the process of self-representation,' and 'the 

photographic exhibition.' At this point, "sero-logues," twenty four of the 

thirty images that were produced in collaboration specificall y for this 

thesis, will be introduced. 

The Paragone tradition refers back to Leonardo Da Vinci's 
argument that elevated the supremacy of the visual arts, specifically 
painting, over the other arts - poetry, music and sculpture. See Claire J. 
Farago. Leonardo Da Vinci's Paragone: A Critcal lnterpretation with a 
New Editm of the Text in the Codex llrbrinas. Leeiden: E.J. Brill, 1992; and 
lrma A. Richter. Paragone: A Comparison of the Arts by Leonardo Da 
Vinci. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1949. 



With the use of interviews, -ter Two examines the approaches 

undertaken by the photographers most often cited in the cultural debate, 

Nicholas Nixon and Duane Michais. In addition to interviewing Nixon and 

Michals, I interviewed photographers Tom Biandii and Bill Bytsura. 

Bianchi, who tested positive for the human immunodeficiency virus 

(HIV+), is a gay male involved in AIDS activism, alternative AIDS 

therapies (now under F.D.A. approved clinical trials) and who has 

photographed many people with HIV and AIDS. Bytsura, also a gay male 

and AlDS activist, has been invoived with a New York Chapter of AlDS 

Coalition To Unleash Power (ACT UP). He has produced and maintains a 

photodocumentary web site on the intemet entitled "United In Anger: The 

Photodocurnentary of the International Community of AlDS Activists by 

Bill Bytsura." -ter T w  also provides analysis of the thoughts of the 

participants in the "sero-logues" collaboration with regard to the 

appropriateness and efficacy of the projeci. 

-ter Three provides an historical account of photography as a 

regulating force and it examines the progressive culturallsocial attitudes 

ta the unfolding AlDS pandemic. Chagter Three also reviews the critical 

cultural analysisldiswurses surrounding the issues of photographic 

9 "United in Angef' is a photodocumentary of the international 
comrnunity of AlDS activists. It is located at: 
c h t t p : l / ~ ~ ~ ~  panix. coml-boyfrenlindex. htmb 



representation and AIDS. The prirnary cultural critics I examine include 

Douglas Crimp, Monika Gagnon, Richard Goldstein, Jan Zita Grover. 

James Miller, and Simon Watney. 

The Condukm evaluates the questions raised throughout the thesis 

and addresses issues of collaboration so central to my thesis. 



CHAPTER ONE 

"sero-iogues" 

Critical Awakenings 

The manner in which an art photographer produces a representation of 

the body must be recognised as a personal construction of that body, a 

construction that reflects the photographer's own position within the 

meaning of the photograph. The resulting representation of the body 

speaks of the photographer's personal politics, experiences, and agenda. 

It speaks of the photographefs personal awareness, or lack of 

awareness, of the critical issues surrounding herthis work. 

ln the past I have photographed many bodies in representations that 1 

felt were aesthetically pleasing. In relation to my fomal (Western) art 

history training and exposure to contemporary and popular culture, these 

images were entirely unproblematic. I believed I was wll infonned and 

educated in the art of the photograph. The following is a chronological 

account of my personal awakening to the critical theoretical issues that 

have problematized the manner in which I had been addressing the body. 

Prior to engaging in my photographic project for this thesis, I had been 

engaged in a graduate anthropology course that explored the body as it is 

inscribed and constructed through cultural, societal and political 

relationships. I investigated the body as subject or object, the production 



of subjects, bodi l y subjugation and bodily resistance. This culminated in 

an investigation into new knowledge, and hence, new bodies. Exposure to 

anthropological wncerns made me aware that the body is made subject 

to multiple constructions. 10 

I had also been engaged in a directed reading course that addressed 

conternporary theories through photography. Later I engaged in a directed 

reading course in applied theory that explored the relationship between 

image and text. The readings provided new theoretical approaches that 

further contextualised the images, thereby producing new levels of 

meaning within them. In addition to the course readings and suggested 

Io 1 studied theorists such as Pierre Bourdieu, "Outline of a Theory of 
Practice;" Mary Douglas, "Natural Symbols;" Michel Foucault, The Bidh 
of the Clinic;" "BodylPower" and History of Sexuaiity, Voiume 7 ;  Sander 
Gilman, 'The Hottentot and the Prostitute;" Donna Haraway, "Bio-Politics 
of Post-Modem Bodies;" Marcel Mauss, 'Techniques of the Body;" and 
Emily Martin, 'The End of the Body." 

I was exposed to theorists and critics such as Roland Barthes, 
Camera Lucida; Mary Ann Caw, "Narrative Voice and Second Reading: 
Relation and Response." In The Art of Inferference: Stressed Readings in 
Verbal and Visual Texts. New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1989; 
and John Fiske, "Cultural Studies and the Culture of Everyday Life. In 
Cultural Studies; Michel Foucault, 'The Subject and Power;" Leah Of Iman, 
''The Worker Photography Movement: Camera as Weapon;" Richard E. 
Palmer, "What are we Çioing when we interpret a text?;" John Tagg, The 
Burden of Representation: Essays on Photographies and Histories; Simon 
Watney, 'The Rhetoric of AIDS." In Blasted Allegories: An Anthology of 
Wlitngs by Contemporary Artists; Joel C. Weinsheimer, 'The Critique of 
Historicism;" to name a few. 



readings. I also engaged in further independent investigations that 

broadened my understanding of the subject of photography and AIDS. l2 

At the time, I was interested in the writings of Michel Foucault, and 

particularly in his archaeology of the regulating forces that influenced the 

administration of life. Foucault's concepts of anatomo-politics, bio-politics, 

bio-history and bio-powr influenced me initially and, later, they were to 

provide a base from which I continuad my investigations in order to build 

my own critical and theoretical stance. Several of the authors I studied, in 

particular. John Tagg, Allan Sekula and Suren Lalvani, had applied these 

Fouwuldian principles in their own theoretical arguments. They examined 

the photograph and its uses as surveillance technique, as evidential twth 

under the law, and as scientific biological proof of predisposition to 

criminality, prostitution, madness and sexual deviancy. 

My exposure to these discourses raised concems and questions over 

representation. The act of representing the body has not only 

l2 Arnong the sources I researched were authors such as Monika 
Gagnon. "A Convergence of Stakes: Photography, Feminism, and AIDS;" 
Sander Gilman, "AIDS and Syphilis: The lconography of Disease;" 
Richard Goldstein, 'The lmplicated and the Immune: Responses to AlDS 
in the Arts and Popular Culture;" Jan Zita Grover, 'Visible Lesions: 
Images of the PWA in America;" Lalvani, "Photography, Epistemology 
and the Body;" Allan Sekula, 'The Body and the Archive," in The Confest 
of Meaning: Crifical Histones of Photography and Simon Watney, 
"Photography and AIDS." in Practices of Freedom: Selected Wntngs on 
HI VIAlDS. 



spectacularized the body, but has often been a regulatory force in the 

construction of identities.13 lndividuals at the end of the nineteenth- 

century became subject to an imposed position within cultural, economic, 

social, ethnic. moralistic, and patriarchal representations. through a 

variety of photographie modes. Unfortunately, these ideolog ical ly 

informed modes of representation have surviveci and have been 

maintained in the construction of identities throughout this century. 

Examples of this can be readily found in representations of people with 

AIDS. 

Introduction to cultural critics such as Monika Gagnon, Sander Gilman, 

Richard Goldstein. Jan Zita Grover, James Miller, and Simon Watney 

exposed me to a series of discourses on the subject of photography and 

AIDS. Through these discourses, I became more critically aware of the 

role of the photographer when representing AIDS. Historical and 

conternporary uses and abuses of the visual image. specifically the 

photograph, have assisted in the construction and perpetuation of 

identities now present within AIDS representations. Collectively, 

conternporary critics have problematized not only the manner in which 

l3 See Tagg, The Burden of Represenfation: Essays on 
Photographies and Histones; Sekula, "The Body and the Archive," in The 
Confest of Meaning: Critical histories Of Photography and Lalvani, 
"Photography, Epistemology and the Body." 



people weth HIV and AIDS have been represented, but hypothesize what 

is at stake in the maintenance of these representations. 

Gagnon, a cultural critic and author of "A Convergence of Stakes: 

Photography, Feminism, and AIDS," explored the relationship between 

the newsfpopular media's fixation on medical images and visual 

documentation (historical and contemporary) in the construction1 

perpetuation of marginalized identities. More specifically, Gagnon 

examined the media's attempt to wnstruct the identities of wmen and 

gay men. Gagnon hypothesized what would be at stake in North America 

if the perpetuation of these marginalized stereotypes were to be ruptured. 

She argued that M a t  is at stake cuuld well be the maintenance of an 'us 

versus them' dichotomy which has allowed the white heterosexual male 

community to live in ignorance and denial. 

Gilman, author of "AIDS and Syphilis: The lconography of Disease," 

examined the use of the medical image in conjunction with the identity- 

constructions of both the syphilitic and the person with AIDS. He provided 

a comparison between the iconographies of syphilis and AIDS through 

the constructionirevivification of boundaries of disease and 

representations of disease. He argued that AIDS had acted as a referent 

for tum-of-the-century representations of syphilis, and that it had been 

similarly encoded with a rnoralistic agenda. In addition. Gilman suggested 

that the general population maintained a desire to locate the physical 

origin of disease, as well as an ethical and moral origin. The resuiting 



attachment of blame may, therefore, reduced any individual viewerlreader 

identification with the HIV-positive individual. 

Goldstein, author of 'The lmplicated and the Immune: Responses to 

AlDS in the Arts and Popular Culture," categorized the art world's 

response to AlDS in reaction to identity construction and the obsession 

with placing blame on the body of the Western gay male. Unlike Gagnon 

and Gilman, Goldstein further examined the role of the artist, specifically 

the photographer, in the context to which the artist constructs identities 

within herlhis photographs. Goldstein examined the works of Rosalind 

Solomon and Nicholas Nixon, which he found to be probiematic, and he 

argued that their photographs spectacularize the decline of the healthy 

body. 

In 'Visible Lesions: Images of the PWA in Arnerica" Grover, not unlike 

the previousl y mentioned critics, questioned the 'picture of health' through 

three discursive fields: medicine, newspaper/periodical photojoumalism, 

and art photography. Grover critiqued the larger Western dominant 

hypothetical equation of AlDS and homosexuality. She also examined the 

media attempts to reduce viewer identification with the marginalized HIV- 

positive individual. Grover argued that this was accomplished early in the 

pandernic when "the mainstream media found an image for the illness: the 



moribund AlDS vicfim, who was also (magically) a demon of sexuality, 

actively transmitting his condition to the 'general population'." 

Grover examined the photographic strategies of photographers Gypsy 

Ray, Jane Rosett, Rosalind Solornon. Nicholas Nixon and Duane Michals. 

While she acknowledged that they were al1 unique, Grover argued that 

w'th Solomon, Nixon and Michals "al1 three spoke the central discourse of 

modernist art photography - that the subject of art is the artist's 

feelings." Grover maintained that the imageftext combinations of Ray 

and Rosett were not produced to be seen outside the context of 

locationlusage for which they had been produced. The image-text 

combinations were not to be viewed separately, but as a unit, and viewed 

only in "contexts sympathetic and committed to the struggle around 

AIDS." l6 

The issues of location, usage and individual responsibility are vitally 

important to Grovef s argument of appropriateness in representation. This 

argument greatly affected the way in which I approached the subject of 

photography and AIDS. (See Establishing an Acceptable Methodology.) 

' Grover, 'Visible Lesions." 33. See also Watney, "Photography and 
AIDS," 60. 

l5 Ibid. 39. 

j6 Ibid. 38. 



In "Photography, Episternology and the Body," Lalvani critically 

explored the history of photography and the use of the photograph, 

pointing to class lines, power relationships, icons, bio-politics, and 

anatomo-politics. Lalvani interpreted these latter Foucauldian concepts 

and applied them directly to photography. He critically examined the 

photographic representation as a political and cultural construction in the 

identities of individuals during the late nineteenth century, a regulatory 

technique still very much in practice today. 

In "Criticisrn as Activisrn," James Miller, cultural critic and editor of 

Fluid Exchangesr Artists and Crifics in the AlDS Cnsis, identifies the 

cultural placement and linguistic history of the 'AIDS crisis' and identifies 

the need for the interdisciplinarity of efforts that have infomed activist 

workiart. Miller further identifies the issue of cultural difference in the 

medical profession, which he experienced in person at the Fifth Annual 

International AlDS Conference in Montréal. Miller notes that the use of 

language and diagnostic labeling ' h s  not practised rational 

consistency in al1 parts of the world." 

In "Photography and AIDS" Watney identified the constructs or modes 

of representation used within photographic images that 

construct/perpetuate specific identities. He critiqued the news media and 

what he perceived to be its true moralistic agenda, an agenda that is 

intent on constwcting different identities primarily based on gender, race, 



and sexual preference, for the purpose of maintaining hierarehical 

boundaries. 

As a result of exposure to these critics I became more aware of the 

importance of the cultural theoretical discourses which address the 

subject of AIDS. Today, 1 believe my earlier images were produced out of 

what can only be called ignorance, a 'naive' or 'first level' understanding 

of the identity constructions which I had inadvertently reproduced. 

Conternporary Issues 

I have long been active in AlDS education projects, and my personal 

interests included student volunteer 'safer sex' education. m e n  the local 

AlDS Committee needed a photographer to photograph its first nationally 

organized carnpaign, a friend and I volunteered for the project. Prior to 

this opportunity, I had only been engaged in fine art photography. Being 

involved in this project afforded me the opportunity to examine the 

efficacy of, and reaction to, educational poster campaignd This was a 

juried volunteer position and it was truly an educational experience. I 

quickly learned that I was merely to be a passive tool in the overall 

process. The compositions had been predeterrnined by the artistic 

director. who would actually look through my viewfinder to ensure that she 

was getting what she had envisioned. It was al1 quite organized and 

'17 1 was also aware that many campaigns use fine art aesthetics in 
their visual representations. 



methodical. What made this experience so educational was the fact that I 

had Iittle voice in the anticipated outcorne. There were several location 

shoots and a multitude of volunteer rnodels. Al1 of the volunteers, 

including myself. were politely ushered around Iike cattle. During this 

experience I became more aware both of my role as a photographar and 

the roles of the models. 

The visual subject matter and written text had been predetemined 

prior to the photographie shoot. The visual const~ctions of this carnpaign 

were a departure in subject matter from previous carnpaigns. The 

Cornmittee had produced a campaign each year with a no-nonsense 

apptoach to 'safer sex.' This often included several graphic images 

depictinglimplying certain sex acts. The campaign that I worked on had 

redefined the needs of its target audience, gay men, and had constructed 

images of the culture of everyday life. This included scenes involving 

outdoor playfulness, romance. intimacy, social settings, and monogamous 

relationships. 

The effect this campaign had on me was both positive and negative, 

but enlightening. Unlike visuai campaigns I had become acwstomed to 

seeing, this campaign addressed me in a new way. The subject matter did 

not approach its target audience, myself included, as merely sexually 

active objects, but rather as responsible subjects with everyday Iives. 

In retrospect, I began to appreciate this campaign more and more. I felt 

that if I had actually had a Say in the production of the visual subject 



matter the representations w u l d  have been very similar. I confined my 

position that visual campaigns were intended to catch the attention of 

specific target audiences. The selection of text and image is therefore 

quite critical in the success or failure of any campaign. If the written or 

visual text is inappropriate to the assumed target group, the efficacy of the 

campaign will often result in either failure or redundancy. 

Gilman examined the vocabulary of the visual images in public health 

posters in 'The Beautiful Body and AIDS: The lmage of the Body at Risk 

at the Close of the Twentieth Century." He found that when posters 

include people, they are part of one of three categories. He found that 

'Yhere are numerous images of people at risk as well as numerous people 

who are HIV-positive, and some very few representations of death as an 

abstraction." Gilman argued that the healthylbeautiful body is found 

primarily in public health posters, m i l e  images implying death (the illlugly 

body) are usually only present in the work of fine art photography. 19 

Public health posters primarily target the uninfected, that is the healthy 

body at risk. 

Sander Gilman, "The Beautiful Body and AIDS: The lmage of the 
Body at Risk at the Close of the Twentieth Century," in Pictoring Healfh 
and lllness: lmages of IdenMy and Difference, 1 18. 

l9 This philosophy is often bom out in criticism as well. The 
ramifications are examined in Chapter Two in connection with the 
photographie images of Nixon and Bianchi. 



The dilernma of producing appropriate public health campaigns has 

not been a new one. In "Media Health Campaigning: Not Just What You 

Say. But the Way That You Say It!." Jon Baggaley outlined the history of 

public health campaigning through electronic media. What was striking 

about his results was that in its seventy-year history there had been little 

consensus or improvement in the approaches to public health education. 

The subject of AIDS was no exception to this dilemma. Baggaley 

argued that many of the obstacles to effective media carnpaigning arose 

as a result of the lack of collaboration amongst Canadian public health 

agencies and educators. Baggaley noted that an evaluation of public 

health campaigns directed at AlDS had raised awareness but had done 

little to change behaviour. He also found that there had been a resistance 

among young people to accept information about AIDS. Finally, Baggaley 

noted that "increases in unwarranted public fears about AIDS, and levels 

of intolerance towards those who suffer from it, are now matters of 

cornmon report." 20 

It seemed clear that public health posters w r e  infomed through 

mainstream media. This was troublesome, for too often mainstream media 

had consciously (or otherwise) constructed a hierarchy of representations 

20 Jan Baggaley, "Media Health Campaigning: Nat Just What You 
Say, But the Way That You Say It!," in A Leap in the Dark: AIDS, Art & 
Contemporary Cultures, 1 12. 



based on presumed levels of individual guilt. The desire to locate the 

origin of the virus had resulted in modes of representation which had 

identified and assigned blame to the body of the fernale, gay male, 

Haitian, intravenous dnig user, prostitute or anyone else perceived as 

'other.' 

I saw this approach as provoking fear of the virus and, therefore, as 

provoking fear of the 'other.' Though some of the target audience may 

have been oblivious to this message, and others may have seen it as 

subtle I question whether this approach actually promoted change in 

behaviour or whether it sirnply maintained alienation. Clearly, the rnanner 

in which public health campaigns address AlDS and their target groups 

was problematic. Too often poster campaigns fail to address cultural and 

social issues. Instead, they rely on fear tactics to evoke behaviour 

change. The result is too often complacency, denial, intolerance and fear. 

Fine arts photographen are said to address social and cultural issues 

more appropriately. But are they really any more successful? Lucy 

Lippard, author of 'Trojan Horses: Activist Art and Power," argued that 

artists have an unprecedented control over their own production. 

However, this control was maintained only at the artist's own level. Once 

the artist moved into the post-production stage of a project hefshe could 

quickly lose control over hisher intent. The intent or ideology of the artist 

could be stripped awôy with little or no consent, depending on the applied 

uselmisuse of the object. I argue that maintaining control over the 



objectivehsage of an art work is critical in maintaining the social and 

cultural message intentionally attached to it. (See Grover on appropriate 

exhibition spaces, Chapter Tw.)  

Genesis: A Photographie Project Unfolds 

After having been accepted into the lnterdisciplinary Studies Graduate 

Programme I learned of rny best friend Jim's diagnosis. He tested sero- 

positive for the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in June of 1994. 1 

decided to ask Jim to consider being photographed as a project that 

would become a component of my thesis requirements. Jim agreed and 

was enthusiastic about the possibilities. Having known Jim for over ten 

years I felt I knew him well enough to photograph him in such a way that 

would not subject him to problematic representations. 

The studio photography course was not scheduled until the winter 

terni (January-April 1995) and I did not have time prior to that to do any of 

the photographing. In December Jim was diagnosed lymphatic 

cancer and given a rather dismal prognosis. It was at this point that Jirn 

decided to travel Mile he could. He left for Fforida with a one-month 

supply of medications on December 26, 1994. 

As a result of Jim's absence I knew that I would have to lccate another 

volunteer for the project in order to meet the time cornmitment of my 

graduate studio course. Realizing that 1 would ultimately be 

photographing someone that I did not know, 1 became even more 



wncerned about issues of ethics and representation. I had no intention of 

perpetuating identityconstrwtions that could further negatively depict 

persons living with AlDS (PLWA). I thought carefully about the 

methodology I would have to employ, both in the selection process of the 

new niodel, and in tamis of how this individual would be represented. 

Ultimately, I decided that the best format wu ld  be to produce imageltext 

combinations in collaboration with individuals who were HIV-positive. I 

wanted to avoid the problems encountered by other projects that had 

attempted to address the issue of representation. 21 However, my project 

had to listen not only to the voices of these individuals, but had to address 

the more important issue of selfdirection throug h collaboration. 

Establishing An Acceptable Methodological Approach 

In the past. whenever I needed models to photograph, I produced and 

distributed advertisements for subjects. Generally, I worked with al1 of the 

models who had responded to my advertisements. In retrosped, these 

individuals fit neatly into a preconceived template of the type of model that 

I wanted to work Ath. This included physical attractiveness, age range, 

sexual preference, etcetera. As part of my pre-visualization process, I had 

predetemined the lighting, subject matter and composition. 22 

21 Projects such as Nixon's and Rosalind Solomon's. 

22 B N C ~  Warren discuçses the technique of pre-visualization as a 
control measure used by the photographer to ensure the predicted 



Exposure to the critical issues previously outlined dictated that for the 

purposes of this project it was necessary to establish an acceptable 

methodological approach. To accomplish this I decided to reduce the 

amount of influence I would have over the photographic process. With the 

desire to remain as bias-free as possible, I decided initially that the rnodel 

should have an equal Say in al1 aspects of the representations to be 

produced. 

At the end of December I put together an 

rnodels. 23 1 wanted the advertisernent to be 

advertisement for volunteer 

clear about m a t  the project 

outcome of the image. Photography, 216. 

23 With previous projects, the rnodels knew in advance that they 
wuld be paid for their participation. Howver, the volunteer's 
understanding with this project was that no money would be exchanged. It 
was understood from the onset that an honorarium of one photograph 
would be provided. The advertisement read: 

MODEL REQUIRED 
ArtistlPhotographer looking for HIV+ individual to collaborate on 
a photographic study. The project will address issues 
surrounding the representation of HIV+ individuals through 
photographic means. The purpose of the project is to present 
constructive images produced in conjunction with the model. 
The model will have equal control over the choice of images to 
be used as well as lighting, location, subject matter, etc. As part 
of the process, the rnodel will also record their thoughts directly 
on to the photograph. This project is being produced in 
conjunction with a graduate thesis on the subject of 
photography and AIDS. 



would entail. The advertisement was distributed locally to locations which 

I feit w u l d  best generate response. 24 The responses were varied yet al1 

of the respondents were male. It was important to me to refrain from 

asking questions that would knowingly bias rny selection process. In an 

attempt to avoid that, I specifically requested that the respondent not tell 

me anything about himself. This eliminated the possibility of selecting a 

model based on age, physical appearance, sexual preference, ethnic 

background, race, or on the length of time their sero-status was known. 

The telephone discussions between the respondents and myself 

remained fowsed on the elements of the photographic project. Once a 

respondent was satisfied with the integrity of the project, and aware that 

the cornmitment to collaborate w u l d  involve several meetings as well as 

a time investment of three or more months, he was asked whether he 

would be interested in working on the project. Three of the six 

respondents agreed to commit to the collaboration. 

After discussing the project with the respondents I realized that my 

approach was not entirely compatible with what I had initially envisioned. 

As a photographer, I have always considered the images that I produce 

as an independent undertaking. The process of producing photographic 

24 The locations included: The Glad Day Book Store, Out in the 
Street, The People With AlDS (PWA) Foundation, the AlDS Cornmittee of 
Toronto, and the Alliance for South Asian Prevention (ASAP). 



prints, beginning with the pre-visualization process, through the darkroom, 

and finally to the finished work, is an intensely personal experience. 

Volunteering for ACT allowed me to experience an alternative to my 

traditional approach. While I had not been cornfortable relinquishing 

aspects of control to the artistic director for ACT, I had learned by the 

process. This project required that I relinquish many aspects of control to 

the collaborators. Initially, I was excited about the new approach as it was 

not only unique in regard to my project, but in the eyes of other 

photographerç as well. 25 In reaction to the theoretical discourses I had 

been exposed to, I truiy believed that an approach of collaboration and 

individual selfdirection was required. I decided that I would have to 

relinquish as much control as possible to the volunteers in order to 

address more fully issues of self-representation. 

The decision to relinquish aspects of control over representation was 

only a step towards determining the methodology required to ensure its 

success. The volunteers had to be involved throughout the entire process. 

Each volunteer had to determine lighting, composition, subject rnatter, 

perspective, props, and so on. 26 Prior to the photographie session each 

volunteer was asked to consider how he would like to be repreçented.27 

25 Colleagues and student peers had expressed concem over the 
approach, not thinking it was one in which they could work. 

26 Initially, it was my intention to leave the decision of location up to 
the volunteer. After the first volunteer chose the studio setting, for reasons 



The sessions had to remain entirely self-directed. Following the 

sessions, arrangements had to be made to view the contact sheets. Each 

volunteer reviewed the contacts and inforrned me of their choices at a 

later date. As each volunteer was aware, an application of their own text 

would accompany each photograph. When the photographs were 

completed arrangements w r e  made to deliver the images to the 

appropriate volunteer. I was to be contacted when the individual texts had 

been applied. Finally, I decided that there would be a photographic 

exhibition of the project when the collaboration was completed. 

The photographic sessions were true tests of my resolve to remain 

less intrusive. In practice, for reasons of time restrictions and continuity, I 

decided to complete al1 of the photographic sessions in the same location. 

This trcubled me as my original intent was to leave the decision of 

location solely in the hands of my collaborators. Location would have 

assisted my collaborators in constructing their own identities by means of 

providing background information. 

Considering my personal approach and previous experience, my 

resolve was further tested because I wanted to direct my collaborators 

of continuity I requested they al1 be done there. This was agreed upon by 
the subsequent volunteers. 

27 1 afso pravided the volunteers with the opportunity to view my 
previous work. This gave the volunteers an opportunity to becorne 
comfortable with my ability, and the option to refer to specific elements of 
the previous work. 



into specific representations. This was a desire that I had consciously to 

keep in check. 

The Process of Self-Representation 

The first volunteer I photographed was Morgan. He had decided ta 

conduct the photographic session in a studio to which I had access. 

Morgan met me at my home to view work I had previously produced. This 

enabled him to refer to specific photographs to explain his desires 

conceming lighting and composition- Morgan was also informed that he 

could refer to existing contemporary or historical w r k s  or styles that he 

was familiar with. The resulting representations would therefore be 

detemined by hirn, albeit within the context of having viewed my previous 

work. Morgan decided that he wanted to chronicle his emotional response 

to his sero-status. He had known he was sero-positive for eight years. 

From a pre-established list of his own emotional responses to HIV, 

Morgan recorded the chronology he wished to reproduce. During the 

process of selfdirection, Morgan found the process of recreating his 

emotions very diffÏcult. He described it as reliving the actual events. 

The second volunteer I worked with was Ron, an abstract painter. He 

informed me that rather than working from a pre-visualized concept, he 

preferred to work spontaneously. He had decided that he did not want 

high contrast lighting as he wanted the session to reflect his somber 

mood. As with Morgan, Ron's photographic session was selfdirected. 



After he described the specifics, I did rny best to achieve his desired 

effects. However, unlike with Morgan. I requested a few higher wntrast 

lighting situations in conjunction with the lower wntrast ones. Ron 

agreed. Ath the understanding that the decision about which images 

would be chosen would remain his own. 

The third and final vohnteer I worked with was Shawn. In the studio 

Shaw and I spoke for some time as I set up the equiprnent. Shawn had 

not come to the session with any ideas as to how he wished to be 

represented. He was very interested in conveying his story, but he did not 

know how best to accomplish this. I decided then to make a suggestion. 

With the knowledge that we wuld do another session later, I suggested 

that Shawn continue speaking and I would photograph him as he did so. 

He agreed to this idea. At first he was very conscious of the camera. 

Fairiy quickly, he became more cornfortable as I listened and responded 

to his thoughts and ideas. Towards the end of the session, Shaw had 

conceived of several compositions which he wuld like to try. Upon 

conveying his ideas we adopted his new selfdirection and concluded the 

session. 

When I had completed the technical aspects of producing contact 

sheets, I arranged to meet with the collaborators. I met Morgan first. 

He selected thirteen. lnitially he was very surprised by how the contacts 

looked. He had "not expected them to look as beautiful" as they did. I left 



the contact sheets with him to wnsider the text that would accompany 

each of the images he had chosen. 

When I wntacted Ron, he had decided that as the photographer, I 

wouid have a better eye in determining which images were the strongest 

in connection with the collaboration. I voiced my concems over choosing 

images that wu ld  represent another person's desires. We reached a 

compromise. I would choose several frames frorn the contact sheets. 

Upon seeing the choices, Ron would be required to narrow the selection 

down to the eight images that best reflectedlexpressed what he wanted to 

Say about himself. If I selected images that Ron did not like, or if there 

were not eight in total that he was cornfortable with, he was aware that a 

new photographie session could be scheduled. 

When I met with Ron he was surprised that it was the higher contrast, 

more dramatic images that he preferred. Choosing nine of the images, I 

left Ron with a set of contact sheets so he could becorne more 

cornfortable with them. It also gave hirn time to create the text that would 

accompany them. 

When Shawn and I met he was a little reludant to select images not 

being sure which would look best. I reassured him that the choice was his, 

and that whatever images he chose would work. Shawn did not select the 

images quickly or on a whim. He studied each one and detennined his 

own reaction to it. He chose the representations which most affected him 



for reasons that he explained were out of pure raw emotion or modest 

vanity. 

When I had produced the photographs that Morgan had selected, I 

contacted him. When we met, Morgan was again taken with the "beauty of 

the images." When Morgan asked where the text should be applied, I was 

confronted with a decision that I had not anticipated. In keeping with the 

approach of the project, I pointed out that the decision was his. 28 1 saw 

that he was quite agitated and suggested f leave him aione to review the 

images. It also gave me an opportunity to think about what my own 

response to the application of the text might be. Would I like it? Would it 

be appropriate? Would it h a n  the overall results? I was not cornfortable 

with these thoughts. It was at that point that I realized that the text, 

however it was applied, provided M a t  I could not. The result would be a 

first hand acwunting, at least to the author, of what it meant to be HIV- 

positive. This lived experience was in fact the reference under which the 

model intended the meaning of the representation to be constructed. I 

was not in a position to judge the appropriateness of any of the texts. I 

was just grateful for the opportunity to be a part of the collaboration, a 

28 While rny initial response was for the rnodels to detennine where 
the text would be applied, I had subconsciously eliminated some of their 
options because of where I had printed the image on the paper. 



conduit if you will, a means to an end in which three HIV- positive 

individuais spoke through selfdirected image and text. 

After several telephone calls, Morgan was prepared for rny retum. He 

was visibly disturbed. The process of applying his thoughts to the 

photographs was more painful than he had anticipated. He made the very 

strong suggestion that Ron and Shawn be provided with a longer window 

of time in which to apply their text. I agreed. When Morgan asked if 1 

wkhed to read the text, 1 was again unprepared. For Morgan, the 

application of the text was intensely personal. I found myself in a situation 

where 1 too felt vulnerable. 1 wanted to read the text, but not in his 

presence. I knew he would be searching rny face for some kind of 

response. Not knowing what my reaction w u l d  be, positive or negative, 

open or guarded, I asked if he would rnind if I waited to read them in 

private. He said he understood, but that he would like to hear of my 

response at a later time. 

Adopting the same methodological philosophy Ron and Shawn, I 

contacted them to arrange for the delivery of the photographic prints. 

Acknowledging Morgan's concerns about the process of applying his text, 

1 made arrangements in advance to retrieve the photographs, with Ron's 

and Shaw's texts applied at a predetemined later date. 

My personal responses to the applied text of al1 of the collaborations 

varied each photographic print. Each of the written texts provided 

further insight to each of the collaborators. My responses were not 



concemed with the appropriateness of their individually written texts, but 

with providing a better understanding of the people who had produced 

them. After all, one of the purposes of the collaboration was to address 

issues of self-representation, not the artist's feelings. 

The Photographie Exhibition 

From the commencement of the project the collaborators knew there 

would also be a photographic exhibition of the project at the I.D.A. Gallery 

in the Fine Arts Building at York University. 29 The collaborators were 

each asked to consider names appropriate for the exhibition. It was the 

suggestion of "sero-logues," made by Ron that rnost intrigued me. 30 

Ron suggested these constructions as he felt that so much of his life 

revolved around them. "Sero" had become a prefk used in so many of his 

conversations with doctors and friends. "Logues" referred to the fact that 

these imagehext combinations were actually dialogues constnicted by 

29 1 would later question why a gallery exhibition was necessary. I 
could only conclude that it was through wnditioning and self-expectation 
that a traditional exhibition was customary practice. 

30 1 considered the Webster Comprehensive Dictionary lnfernationai 
Edition definition: "sero- combing form Connecting with or related to 
serum: serology. '' 1 149. and -1ogue- "combining form Speech; recitation; 
discourse: monologue. " 749. The New Lexicon Webster's Dictionary of the 
English Language Encyclopaedic Edition definition of serolog y- 'Y he 
scientific study of serums and their reactions, esp. the behaviour of 
antibodies and antigens." 91 0. 



each of the collaborators. "Sero-logues" felt appropriate to Ron as the 

image/ text combinations wre directly linked to what he thought about his 

status. I discussed Ron's logic with Morgan and Shaw who agreed that it 

was an appropriate tem. 

Having adopted the term "sero-logues" I prepared a media release, 

advertisement and artist's statement for the exhibition. The absence of an 

artist's statement during an exhibition can prove very problematic. Onen it 

is the artist's statement that provides an overall intent for the exhibition. 

The statement should outline the rationale for the given project. 

I selected eight photographs of each of the models, which were 

displayed in an integrated fashion. My intent was to emphasize the fact 

that this was a collaboration not just b e M n  myself and each of the 

models, but between us all. 

I decided to intersperse the "sero-logues" of each of the volunteers so 

as to heighten the collaborative nature of the projed. I arranged the 

collaborations based on the chronological ordering of the photographic 

session. First Morgan, Ron and then Shawn. Ideally, the collaborators 

would have been present for the hanging of the photographs. Morgan's 

"sero-logues" w r e  exhibited based on his selfdetermined emotional 

chronology. Ron and Shawn had not wnceived of their "sero-logues" 

chronologically. In their absence I exhibited their "sero-logues" based on 

the continuity of the visual and written content. (Refer to "sero-logues" 

One through Twenty Four.) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER ONE 

"sero-logue" One. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes One: Morgan, 
Toronto. Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER TWO 

"sero-logue" Two. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series One: Shawn, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER THREE 

"sero-logue" Three. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series One: Ron, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER FOUR 

"sero-logue" Four. Paul Johnston. Collaboration Series Two: Morgan, 
Toronto, S ilver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER FlVE 

"sero-logue" Five. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Two: Shawn, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER SIX 

"sero-log ue" Six. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Two: Ron, Toronto, 
Silver Print. 1 995. (Artist's Colledion) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER SEVEN 

"sero-logue" Seven. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Three: Morgan, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER EIGHT 

"sero-logue" Eight. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Three: Shawn, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE NUMBER NINE 

"sero-logue" Nine. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Three: Ron, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER ELEVEN 

"sero-logue" Eleven. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Four Shawn, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE NUMBER TWELVE 

"sero-logue" Twalve. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Four: Ron, 
Toronto, Silvsr Print. 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER THIRTEEN 

"sero-logue" Thirteen. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Five: Morgan, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER FOURTEEN 

"sero-logue" Fourteen. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Five: Shawn, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER FIFTEEN 

"sero-logue" Fifteen. Paul Johnston. Collaboration Senes Five: Ron, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER SIXTEEN 

"sero-logue" Sixteen. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Six: Morgan, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER SEVENTEEN 

"sero-logue" Seventeen. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Six: Shawn, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBEK EIGHTEEN 

"sero-logue" Eighteen. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Six: Ron, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER NINETEEN 

"sero-!ogueU Nineteen. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Seven: 
Morgan, Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER TVVENTY 

"sero-logue" Twenty. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Seven: Shawn, 
Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER TVVENTY ONE 

"sero-logue" Twenty One. Paul Johnston. Collaboration Senes Seven: 
Ron, Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER TWENTY TVVO 

"sero-logue" Twenty Two. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Eight: 
Morgan, Toronto, Silver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 



"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER TWENTY THREE 

"sero-logue" Twenty Three. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Series Eight: 
Shawn, Toronto, Silver Print, 1995. (Artist's Collection) 
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"SERO-LOGUE" NUMBER TWENTY FOUR 

t'sero-logue" Twenty Four. Paul Johnston, Collaboration Senes Eight: 
Ron, Toronto, Silver Print, 1 995. (Artist's Collection) 



The response to the cullaborative "sero-logues" was mixed, as 

expected. The text provided by the models was at times very personal and 

painful. and at times very philosophical. (For a transcription and 

translation of the text see Appendix A. For response of collaborators see 

Appendix B.) 

Visitor responses to the exhibition were recorded in a log kept at the 

front of the gallery. People w r e  free to record their reactions to the work 

by privately recording their cornments in the log. The log was available for 

perusal and comment for the duration of the exhibition. Reactions to the 

exhibition were quite polarized. Visitors found that they either loved the 

project or hated it. There was very little middle ground. (An analysis will 

follow in -ter Tm. To view the transcriptions of comments from the 

log see Appendix C.) Reactions to the exhibition raised a significant 

question. Was the gallery setting an appropriate location for the exhibition 

of the "sero-logues?" More importantly, did this gallery setting provide an 

appropriate space to address the subject of photography and AIDS? 



CHAPTER lW0 

AlDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: A DISCURSIVE ENQUIRY 

The Cultural Debate 

While investigating the subject of photography and AIDS, three things 

became very clear to me. First, the rnajority of literature available has 

been written by cultural critics and theorists. Second, whiie there is 

consensus on the need for less problematic photographic representation 

of people with AIDS, no clear methodology has been agreed upon for its 

implementation. (However, M a t  is clear is the need for clarity of 

intenüapproach.) Third, clear distinctions are made betvveen categories of 

phatographen. 31 1 will examine the category of 'art photography.' 

There have been a number of fine art photographic projects that 

address the subject of photography and AIDS. Early attempts were highly 

scnitinized, generally receiving praise from photography critics and 

criticism from AlDS Activists and cultural theorists. The most pralific 

response I have encountered is in reaction to the photographic work of 

Nicholas Nixon. In 1988, Nixon addressed the subject of AlDS with his 

'Pictures of People' exhibition held at the Museum of Modem Art (MoMA) 

in New York City. lncluded in this exhibition were a series of photographs 

31 See Grover, footnote number 2, for clarification of photographic 
categories. 



that would later be published in print format as 'People Wdh AIDS.' Andy 

Grundberg, photography critic of the New York Times, wrote about the 

exhibition: 

The result is ovenivhelming, since one sees not only the wasting 
away of the flesh (in photographs, emaciation has become 
emblematic of AIDS) but also of the gradua1 dirnming of the 
subjects' ability to compose themselves for the camera. What each 
series begins as a conventional effort to pose for a picture ends in a 
kind of abandon; as the subjects' selfconsciousness disappears, 
the camera seems to become invisible, and consequently there is 
alrnost no boundary between the image and ourselves. 32 

I would argue that the boundary has not been diminished, but trespassed. 

While the exhibition evoked favourable reviews it was both the subject 

matter and lack of supporting information of this exhibition that had 

evoked such large scale critical response. Cultural theorisUanalystl 

activist, Douglas Crimp, responded to the Nixon exhibition in "Portraits of 

People with AIDS" in readion to remarks made by the exhibition's curator 

(Peter Galassi), to the effect that portraits were indeed always 

collaborations between photographer and subject. Crimp addressed the 

contradictions present in mainstream photographie criticism towards 

Nixon's photographs. He stated that: 

AI1 these writers agree that there is a consensual relationship 
between photographer and subject that resuits in the portraits' 

32 Douglas Crimp, "Portraits of People with AIDS." In Cultural Studies. 
I l 7  



effects on the viewsr. But is this relationship one of growing 
intimacy? or is it one of the subjectç' gradua1 tuning out, their 
abandonment of a sense of self? And is the result one of according 
the subjects individuality of their lives and deaths? or do their lives 
and deaths become, through some process of identification, 
ours? 33 

Concensus is not the same as collaboration and can not always be 

presumed as positively constructive or beneficial. 

In protest to this exhibition of photographs members of a New York 

Chapter of AIDS Coalition 70 Unleash Powr  (ACT UP) staged a quiet 

protest to bring awareness to the cultural significance of AlDS 

representations. A srnall group of ACT UP members distributed fliers to 

gallery visitors with the heading "NO MORE PICTURES WITHOUT 

CONTEXT." 34 

33 Ibid. 1 17, 1 18. Further that: 

For those of us who have paid careful attention to media 
representations of AIDS, none of this wbuld appear to matter, 
because what we see first and foremost in Nixon's photographs 
is their reiteration of what we have already been told or show 
about people 1~4th AIDS; that they are ravaged, disfigured, and 
debilitated by the syndrome; they are generally alone, 
desparate, but resigned to their 'inevitable' deaths. Ibid. 1 18. 

34 Ibid. The following iç an excerpt from the flier that was distributed 
at MoMA. 

NO MORE PICTURES WITHOUT CONTEXT 
We believe that the representation of people with AlDS affects 
not only how viewers will perceive PWAs outside the museum, 
but, ultimately, crucial issues of AIDS funding, legislation, and 
education. 



Grover identified photographers producing representations of people 

with AIDS that were counter to mainstream media. m i l e  Grover did not 

suggest that the photographs of photographers such as Gypsy Ray or 

Jane Rosett were not without problem, she did suggest that they were 

produced within a specific context. Ray had produced photographs for the 

purpose of fund-raising, and the photographs were shown in places that 

were already sympathetic to the fight against AIDS. Her photographs were 

produced with an accompanying text which ptovided the context under 

which they w r e  displayed. Grover noted that Ray's photographs 

represented people living with a medical condition in contrast to the 

mainstream media predilection only to represent people dying of AIDS. 

In portraying PWAs as people to be pitied or feared, as 
people alone and lonely, we believe that this show perpetuates 
general misconceptions about AIDS without addressing the 
realities of those of us living every day this crisis as PWAs 
and people who love PWAs. 

The PWA is a human being whose health has deteriorated not 
simply due to a virus, but due to govemment inaction, the 
inaccessibility of affordable health care, and institutionalised 
neglect in the forms of heterosexism, racism, and sexism. 

We demand the visibility of PWAs who are vibrant, angry, 
loving, sexy, beautiful, acting up and fighting back. 

STOP LOOKING AT US; START LISTENING TO US 
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Grover argued that photographers working "primarily vvithin the 

artisanal system of galleries, museums, and art schoolslcolleges[,]" such 

as Nixon, Solomon, and even Michals, were actually speaking the "central 

discourse of modemist art photography - that the subject of art is the 

artist's feelings." 35 For Grover, Michals' photographs were a step in the 

right direction, as they wurted feelings and spoke to "acts of mourning, 

affirmations of the persistence of desire in the face of death." 36 

This is in contrast to Groveh analysis of the photographs of Nixon and 

~ o l o r n o n . ~ ~  She called the photographs 

because they speak more to the personal 

roles in their respective projects than 

'inadequate' and 'irrelevant' 

aspect of the photographer's 

they do to the individuals 

represented. (The praise for this work was in fact based on the very 

modernist idea of the artist's feelings/presence being evident/primary.) 

The representations do not speak to the battles that are being waged 

across the country (and, of course, globally). Grover also argued that 

there is no attempt to challenge the stereotypical representations that 

35 Ibid. 

36 Ibid. 

37 Grover has noted, and I find rnyself in this category, that critics, 
especially gay ones, have difficulty in expressing exactly what it is about 
the images that they find so disturbing. 1 will investigate this later in the 
chapter. 



have become cornmonplace in mainstream media. Finally, she argued 

that the photographers should not be immune to criticism or responsibility 

simply because of their position as art photographers. Ultimately, Grovets 

concem is that photographic ïepresentations of people w'th AlDS should 

reflect the PWA first and foremost, not the artist. 

Questions and Answers in the First Person 

F ollowhg exposure to the literature, praise, and criticism surrounding 

photographers Nixon, Solomon, and Michals, I felt it necessary to 

understand better their individual positions in an attempt to contextualize 

the diametrically opposed responses to their work. For this reason I felt 

compelled to speak with them directly regarding the nature of their work, 

and the context under which that work was produced. I contacted each of 

them by letter and received a response from al1 three, two by letter and 

one by telephone. Following these responses, telephone interviews were 

arranged and wnducted with Nixon and Michals. In addition to the Nixon 

and Michals telephone interviews, I recently wnducted a telephone 

interview with photographer Tom Bianchi and an electronic mail (cyber) 

interview with photographer Bill Bytsura. (See Appendix D for transcribed 

excerpts of interviews.) 

Contextual Analysis 

Having completed these interviews, I sometimes felt quite differently 

about my prelirninary response to the photographs that I had viewed. 



Initially, when I had exarnined both criticism and praise for Nixon's work, I 

had only been exposed to individual photographs from his exhibition at 

MoMA. I had yet to view the photographs in the placement of his book. 

People with AIDS. Not unlike the visitors at MoMA, I feel I had initially 

viewed his photographs out of their final context. When first viewing 

Nixon's representations of people with AIDS, I had considerable concem 

over the perpetuation of negative and damaging stereotypes. Nixon had 

chronicled the emaciation of his volunteers. The documentary format of 

the photographs only heightened my association of them with both 

mainstream representations and with traditional modes of representing 

the il1 and dying based on a rnoralistic agenda. Persanally, 1 felt there was 

certainly an element missing from the images, and that element was 

intent. After having secured the interview with Nixon, I read People with 

AlDS and I found myself less critical of the representations. What I felt 

was lacking, the intent, was provided in textual f o n  by Bebe Nixon. Bebe 

Nixon had accompanied Nicholas to some of the photographie shoots and 

had spoken with and recorded the thoughts. feelings, desires, 

disappointments, hopes and individual histories that allowed me to view 

the photographs in a new way. What became evident to me was the 

necessity for a combination of text with image, Mich then provided the 

personal elements I needed to view the photographs. 

My initial reaction to the photographs that make up People with AlDS 

was one of complete horror. I was horrified that this kind of docurnentary 



representation was still being produced. Then I began thinking of context. 

The project had been published in 1991. It was evident that a period of 

time had passed during the photographic sessions. I wanted to know 

wtlen the photographs were taken. I leamed that they were taken 

throughout 1987 until 1989. This timeline meant that many of the 

photographs were alrnost ten years old. What was happening with 

photographic representations at that given time? How many artistsl 

photographers of international note were addressing the subject of AIDS? 

Certainly there were photographic representations of people w.th AIDS 

available through mainstream media. Nixon's dowmentary approach 

seemed to mirror that of the journalistic photographer. I identified why the 

photographs were so problernatic for me. It was because they did not 

always respect the individual's boundaries. Employing a large format 

camera, Nixon was literally in the faces of the people he was 

photographing. Having previously used a large format carnera myself, I 

knew how intrusive it could be. I think it was this proximity that I was most 

horrified with. As the viewer, I had trespassed beyond the personal 

boundaries of the PWA, but not by either of Our free-wills. While this is a 

technique which has merit under certain circumstances. I did not feel that 

this project was one of those appropriate circumstances. 

The only thing that made this book tolerable to me was the 

accompanying text. Through the text I found what was missing, namely 

the individual stories and details of the PWAs lives. More importantly, I 



witnessed their strength and dignity, something painfully absent from the 

'stand alone' photographs. 

Followhg my telephone interview with Nicholas Nixon, I discovered an 

article written by Crimp. Information from that article wouid have greatly 

affected some of the questions I asked Nixon as there were some 

discrepancies. In the article, Nixon's experience with the models is 

recounted. Nixon referred to Tony Mastrorilli, one of the people with AIDS 

that he photographed, as being resistant to the process. Crimp noted one 

example of the photographer's disdain while negotiating the process with 

Mastrorilli: 

He wasn't interested. He was giving me a blank wall. He was 
saying, 'Yes, I think this is something I'm interested in, but I don't 
like this process, I don't Iike this big camera, I don't like it close to 
me, I don't like CO-operating with you, I don't like the fact that your 
being here reminds me of my illness, I'm uncornfortable.' But at 
the same time he kept on going through the motions. I had to 
drive forty minutes to his house. I'm not interested in somebody 
just going through the motions. Life's too short 38 

While 1 defend Nixon's right to his own opinion, I question his motivation 

for engaging in the project if his own life was 'too short,' to negotiate fully 

with his subjects. 1 wonder what the results of this project might have been 

if the subjects had been working in a mutually rewarding collaborative 

process? 

- -  - - 

38 Crimp, "Portraits of People with AIDS." 125. 



My experience with Michals was somewhat different. Prior to 

interviewing Michals I had studied his photograph "All Things Mellow in 

the Mind." Michals is known for his imageitext combinations, and. "Ail 

Things Mellow in the Mind" provides a telling and touching poem, further 

informingfcontextualizing the image. 39 

What I was surprised to leam during our interview was that Michals 

himself provided the applied text. (1 do not know why this surprised me so 

except possibly due to the fad that the te* appearing in "sero-logues" 

was provided and applied by my collaboraton.) Michals also revealed that 

he would never photograph someone who was HIV-positive or who had 

AIDS. Leaming this I had to ask myself, 'does this alter the meaning of the 

image, for me?' The answer was yes, it did. However, this speaks more to 

39 Duane Michals, "Al1 things Mellow In the Mind," black and white 
photograph on fibre based paper. 1987, Manhattan. 

ALL THINGS MELLOW IN THE MIND, 
A SLEIGHT OF HAND, A TRICK OF TIME 

AND EVEN OUR GREAT LOVE WlLL FADE. 
SOON WE'LL BE STRANGERS IN THE GRAVE. 

THATS WHY THIS MOMENT IS SO DEAR. 
1 KlSS YOUR LlPS AND WE ARE HERE. 

SO LETS HOLD TIGHT, AND TOUCH, AND FEEL, 
FOR THIS QUlCK INSTANT WE ARE REAL. 



rny own prejudices and interpretations than it does to the 

in/appropriateness of the subject matter. When I view Michals' imageltext 

combinations now, 1 see them more as generic rather than speaking to 

one individual. Accepting the generic position, for me the message 

continues to speak to the importance of recognising loss and rnelancholia. 

(What is lost is the sense of viewer identification I felt with the person in 

the photograph. Instead, I find myself transferring the sense of 

melancholia ont0 the individuals I have known and lost as a result of this 

pandemic. ) 

These prejudices would surface once again in my interview with 

Bianchi. Learning that many of his rnodels w r e  in fact HIV-positive was 

again a surprise to me. I had fallen subject to the very argument that 

Gilman raised in 'The Beautiful Body and AIDS: The Image of the Body at 

Risk in the Close of the Twentieth Century." ihrough cultural conditioning 

I had come to accept the dichotomous re:ationship of 'beautiful bodies' 

signifying healthy bodies and 'ugly bodies' signiving unhealthy bodies. 

Gilman examined the strategies used in educational health posters from 

around the world. In Chapter One I discussed the efficacy of public health 

posters and the need for appropriateness of subject matter in order to 

reach any given target audience. I related to the campaign I wwked on, 

ironically entitled "Can you relate?", as it depicted individuals in the 

context of the culture of everyday life. What I previously found difficult to 

relate to was the inconsistencies I experienced in viewing posterslimages 



of 'beautiful bodies.' The individuals represented were most often quite 

beautiful and hence, 'healthy' and therefore potentially at risk. 

The beautiful 'picture of health' had become a subwnscious basis from 

which I detenined health and therefore risk. The challenge in Bianchi's 

photographs is that the bodies represented are indeed beautiful and 

therefore assumed to be healthy. When given the opportunity Bianchi 

chose not to reveal the sero-status of his models. I can understand why 

he would make such a decision as he is correct in his observation that 

viewers of his photographs would receive the images quite differently 

given the information that the models were in fact HIV-positive. In fact. a 

good deal of the criticism leveled at Bianchi was that his rnodels were 

indeed too physically perfect, almost imrnortal in appearance. In reality. 

Bianchi knew just how mortal they were. Hnwever, as he has said, 

providing images of themselves as healthy and beautiful was a powerful 

psychological tool in presewing their own self-identifications. Further, the 

images were in fact his approach to providing hirn and his models w-th a 

sense of hope, "an antidote" to the AlDS in their lives. (See Illustration 

Number Twenty Five.) 
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ILLUSTRATiON NUMBER TWENTY FNE 

Illustration Number Twenty Five. Tom Bianchi, Pyramid, LOS Angeles. 
Silver Print, 1991. O With Permission of the Mist. 



Of Bianchi's many coffee table books, it is In Defense of Beauty to which I 

was most drawn. This was the written response Bianchi produced, 

wupled with photographs, in order to address his critics Again, the 

combination of image and text provided the contextual basis necessary to 

best appreciate the work and his intentions. 

The combination of image and te* in the "Photodocumentary of the 

International Comrnunity of AIDS Activists by Bill Bytsura" provides an 

immediate intent to the project. It is clear through the introduction, and in 

absence of the introduction, that the individuals represented were writing 

in the first person. The images are clean, honest, and unencumbered by 

mainstrearn stereotype. There is no question of 'victim' placement, and 

there is no evocation of pity. Each portrait offers a nonapologetic acwunt 

of what it rneans to be living in the culture of AIDS. The collaborations 

depict individuals fully self-empowered by love, loss, mourning, anger, 

intelligence, and by the ability to act up against oppression and injustice. 

What Bytsura achieved is a powrful, effective approach to photographing 

people w'th AIDS in the wntext of self-identification. (See Illustration 

Number Twenty Six for a sample of Bystura's format.) 



ILLUSTRATlON NUMBER WENTY SIX 

A bit about me ........ 

1 moved tiom Freeland, 
Pennsylvania to New York 
in 1980, the next year was 
my coming out party. mer 
that 1 met Randy, and we 
became Iovers. We lived 
together for 7 years. He died 
fiom A I D S  in 1988, the next 
year was heu, totally. 1 still 
live in the same apartment 
that Randy and 1 shared, in 
the East Village in New 
York City. It's home. 

In 1989,I went to an ACT 
UP meeting, 1 was petrified at what 1 saw and heard. There 
were people screaming at each other, 1 think at that first 
meeting 1 stayed for about ten minutes. 1 continued to go to the 
Monday night meetings, and eventually 1 joined the Media 
cornmittee. Mer 1 made some fiiends, and understood what 
was going on, it was much easier. I have been involved in 
AIDS Activism ever since. My politics, morality, and social 



opinions have been formed by being in the middle of the 
ATDS Crisis. 1 have had the honor to know and photograph 
many A[DS Activists. 1 have also witnessed the death of 
many of these people. For whatever it means to you, it's 
unfair. United In Anger is a tribute to these beautifid people. 

1 originally intended to have this work done in a period of 
two years, but afier six years 1 find it is still as important and 
exciting to me as it was when I kst  began. The fact that 1 
have been working on it for so long has aiiowed me to meet 
and photograph many more people. Although I am 
anticipating a t h e  when 1 consider this project finished, 1 
will never stop being an AIDS Activist. 

-bill bytsura 

Illustration Number Twenty Six Bill Bytsura, United in Angec The 
Photodocumentary of the International Community of AlDS Activjsts, By 
Bill Bytsura, New York, 1991 -1 997. Q With Permission of the Artist . 



Analysis of Response 

The interviews Mth Nixon, Michals, Bianchi and Bytsura were very 

enlightening. Each of these men had produced photographs. either 

directly or indirectly addressing AIDS, but no two men were alike. I am 

particularly indebted to Duane Michals as he inverted my primary thesis 

question, and as a result guided me in a new direction. How has AIDS 

affeded photography? For Bianchi it made his photography happen. 

Being HIV-positive, Bianchi was already very much aware of the physical. 

personal and cultural effects of AIDS. Bytsura, by contrast, was 

concerned the use of the photograph depicting people with AIDS for 

IittIe more than shock tactics. 

When asked how mainstream media had represented people vvith 

AIDS, Michals argued that most often representations speak to the 

"straight world aspects" of AIDS. He also called for representations that 

w r e  not simply cruel documentaries, especially of gay men. Bianchi 

responded an observation that the mainstream media continues to 

perpetuate the 'victim' mentality, playing to the drama of the situation. 

With regards to gay men, Bianchi felt that the general public feared 

pictures of strong, gay men. Bytsura identified the media failure to 

address the urgency that AIDS required, too often relying on moralistic 

and judgmental representations to make a point. 

Having difficulty w.th Nixon's intrusive documentary approach, I asked 

each of the respondents what their feelings were regarding his project. 



Michals responded that Nixon's approach was foreign to him. He felt that 

Nixon's representations la& sympathy, and that they may be a little 

judgmental. He concluded that if there was a problem with Nixon's wrk,  it 

was that he only showed M a t  AlDS looks like, not what it feels like. 

Bianchi commented that it is too easy to portray human suffering. He also 

noted that ''the art world itself has a sort of prejudice in favour of things 

that appear heavy duty." Bianchi believes that each artist does what she 

needs to do to wmmunicate. Bytsura was more vociferous about Nixon. 

He felt that Nixon's representations discount the experience of the PWA, 

and that he takes advantage of their situation. 

The inclusion of text apparently provides a personal reference that 

may assist in reducing al ienation. Of the critical/cultural responses 

recorded towards Nixon, Solomon and Michals, it is interesting that when 

viewed independently from text, Nixon's photographs were seen as 

problematic. Michals has been including text in his works for many years. 

Even though the model in "Ali Things Mellow in the Mind" is HlVnegative 

and the text provided was written by Michals, it set a precedent for 

image/text combinations early in the AlDS pandemic. Bytsura, who also 

included text in his photodocumentary, feels that text makes "a stronger 

statement, a personal one, more personal than muid corne from me." 

Bytsura's subjects wrote d o m  their thoughts at the time of the 

photographic session. He did not place any guidelines in their path, nor 



did he censor their words. For Bytsura this would have been less honest, 

and as he concluded "in the end, it's about honesty." 

It is this honesty that motivates both Bianchi and Bytsura. Bianchi 

would argue that tao often the w r k  of the photographer is more about the 

self than the subject or social issues. He believes that too often the body 

is abstracted and seen as an object. Bytsura also strives for individuality 

in his photodocumentary work. To achieve this he works in collaboration 

w.th his subjects. The collaborators can bring to the studio session any 

prop or artifact that they desire. While the philosophy of Bytsura's and my 

approach are similar, Bytsura usually only works with his collaborators for 

one session. The collaborators provide text, and Bytsura enters the text 

afterwards. As Bytsura primarily displays this work on his intemet site, it 

wauld be extremely difficult, and indeed not totally necessary, to involve 

the collaborators at that point of the process. The emphasis remains on 

the subject, the person with AIDS, the AIDS Activist. 

Bianchi also likes the input of his models. It is a collaborative spirit that 

flows through each of his photographic sessions. The result is an honest, 

and often impromptu. moment that cornmunicates M a t  each of the 

models wished to convey. For Bianchi, collaboration does not end with the 

photographic session. He believes that: 

Art in communication is essentially a collaborative effort. It is a 
collaboration between the viewer and the art. It is a collaboration 
between the people who write about it and the art, and the artist 



as well. It's al1 part of the same thing. It's just difFerent ways of 
comrnunicating it. 

These 'different ways of communicating it' could also be considered when 

evaluating individual photographer's approaches to photography. 

Methodology and "sero-logues" revisited 

There are similarities in the approach Bytsura employed and the one 

that I had constructed, wi-th minor differences. The primary difference is 

that Bytsura's imageitext combinations appear primarily in a cyber format. 

(On the World Wide Web or see Illustration Number Twenty Six.) The 

similarities begin with authofs/artist's intent. 1 was aware of the 

problematics surrounding photographic representation of people with 

AIDS. There was a need and a desire to produce images that spoke in the 

context of individual experience, to challenge stereotypical 

representations and to acknowledge the voice of the person AIDS. I 

achieved this primarily with a collaborative methodological approach that 

involved the PWA as much as possible. 

In order to assess my approach it was necessary to obtain feedback 

from the collaborators in the "sero-logues" project. To this end, I reviewed 

participatory research definitions. I diswvered that "participatory research 

is defined as systematic inquiry, with the collaboration of those affected 

by the issue being studied, for the purposes of education and taking 

action or effecting change." 40 1 provided each of the collaborators with a 

40 L.W. Green et al. "The Royal Society of Canada Study of 



questionnaire aimed at gathering feedback to detemine the efficacy of 

the "sero-logues" collaborative methodological approach, expectations, 

and vie- on the project as a whole. Of the three collaborators, two 

retumed the questionnaire. Unfortunately, I lost contact with the third. 

However, the two responses I did receive clearly indicate that the 

collaboration lived up to each of our expectations. (See Appendix B for 

Transcription of Questionnaires.) 

When asked what his motivation was for participating in the project, 

Ron commented that he had recently lost wight and wanted to know if he 

"still looked healthy, good, sexy." This may well speak to the 

preconceptions we hold regarding the healthyfwell body versus the uglytill 

body. Morgan, being famil iar with participatory research, recognised the 

Participatory Research in Health Promotion: Review and 
Recornmendations for the Development of Participatory Research in 
Health Promotion in Canada by the lnstitute of Health Promotion 
Research, University of British Colombia and the B.C. Consortium for 
Health Promotion Research." (British Colombia: Royal Society of Canada, 
October 6, 1994), 7. 

Also that "participatory research is emerging as a selfconscious way of 
empowering people to effect action toward improving conditions in their 
own lives." Peter Park. 'What is Participatory Research? A Theoretical 
and Methodolog ical Perspective." ! n Voies of Change: Participatory 
Research in the United States and Canada. (Toronto:. OISE Press, 1993). 



potential in thiç project to "collaborate and create a voice for [himlself 

through pictures and equally as powerful, through script." 41 

When asked about the effïcacy of the collaborative approach, Morgan 

commented that it was extrernely effective. He felt that the diversity wiSthin 

the individual "approaches attest to the success for the project's 

approach." Overall the wllaborators felt the approach was empowring 

and enlightening for themselves as well as for those individuals who saw 

the exhibition. 

Knowing how the wllaborators felt, I had to address the reception of 

the "sero-logues" in an exhibition format. Was the gallery setting an 

appropriate location for the exhibition of the "sero-logues?" More 

importantly, did it provide the context necessary to address the subject of 

photography and AIDS?'Given Grover's concems over modernist art 

photography, that the subject of art is too often the artist's feelings, I 

would argue that the 'feelings' that were readily 'readable' were those of 

the collaborators. Furthemore, I would argue that the location of the 

exhibition, while in an 'art schoollwllege', was not "'above' or 'away from' 

the fray of politics." 42 Comments from the gallery log attest to the diverse 

41 More than providing a voice for oneself the photograph can 
represent the search for oneself. See for example: Roland Barthes, 
Camera Lucida; or Paul Ja y's, Being in the Text: Self-Representation from 
Wordsworth to Roland Barthes, and "Posing: Autobiography and the 
Su bject of P hotography" in Autobiography & Postmodernism. 

42 &ver, "Visible Lesions." 39. 



and political reviews that were offered. (Refer to Appendix C.) Responses 

ranged from emotional andlor phobic to informed and articulate. 

While the rnajority of responses were positive, there are a few that I 

would like to discuss. Joshua Heuman (May 16, 1995) recorded a 

comment and posed a question. He asked: 

Do these image[s] really 'challenge traditional representations' 
of AIDS sufferers. You show a diversity of sorrow and fear, 
death and abandonment. This repeats al1 other AlDS images. 

It is true that several of the images speak to "sorrow and fear, death and 

abandonment," but these represent real emotions that the collaborators 

experienced. Do these images "repeat al1 other AIDS images?" I would 

argue that they do not. How wuld they? The "sero-logues" are first- 

person accounts of individual lived experience. They certainly w r e  not 

responsible for al1 the 'other AlDS images' that exist. 

If i consider the question as directed to my methodological approach, I 

might more readily accept this criticism, that is, if as the artist I had 

maintained considerable control over the process and had subjected the 

volunteers to my vision of AIDS. This was not the casa. The fact that the 

"sero-logues" were independent autonornous constructions in tum did 

challenge the 'traditional representations' that had been perpetuated at 

various levels throughout mainstream media for the very reason that they 

were selfdirected. 



Speaking directly to 'non-interventionist art,' Jonathan (May 23, 1995) 

questioned the efficacy of my approach. He felt that the commentary was 

"often cliche" or that it was "striving to sound profound." To irnprove on my 

approach. Jonathan suggests working fmm an interview transcript, with 

the models selecting "externporaneous excerpts" to record onto their 

images. While I see the merits in this alternative approach, it would not 

have been in keeping with my constructed methodology. Requiring the 

models to choose text, albeit their own, w u l d  have been Iimiting. This 

would also have rernoved any spontaneity or creativity the collaborators 

had when deterrnining the text that would ultimately be applied to the 

photograph. Viewing the contact sheets of the photographie session did 

not prepare the individual for his reaction to the much larger image. This 

emotional reaction may well have dictated or infomed the decision of 

what text would accompany the image. 

Of the many positive and encouraging responses rewrded in the log, I 

was most interested in those that recognised the intent of the approach 

that I had constructed. Specifically, those that identified the healing 

potential of "sero-logues." John (May 23, 1995) stated that: 

Some of the images I find particularly striking; very beautiful. I'd 
also iike to Say that I find the concept behind the show (i.e. 
having the models involved in selecting lighting, subject matter, 
shots selected) particularly interesting - as an AlDS educator 
who works in a community-based AIDS service organisation, 
this concept is very 'health promoting.' It is extrernely important 
that people living with HlVlAlDS be allowed to have as much 



control over their lives as possible. Despite the comments of a 
few people in the previous pages (who have used the terni 
'victim') people with HlVlAlDS must be allowed to live their own 
lives as ihev want. I find it interesting that you chose this 
concept for the theme of this show. 

Overall, the response to the exhibition was positive. To re-examine the 

question, did the location provide the wntext necessary to address the 

subject of AIDS and photography? Perhaps not entirely, for Grover also 

noted that the exhibition of photographs required proper contextual 

foundations, and that the photographs should be exhibited in "wntexts 

sympathetic and comrnitted to the struggle around AIDS." 43 Of the 

negative responses, there were a few that could indicate that the I.D.A. 

Gallery was not an appropriate setting for "sero-logues" to be exhibited. It 

should be noted that there was a reception held on May 23, 1995. Those 

in attendance, though not all, were invited guests to the exhibition, and 

were for the most part already sympathetic to the stniggle surrounding 

AIDS. I feel that the responses predating the exhibition are more reflective 

of the larger population. It was also apparent that the artist's statement 

that was on display had not always been read prior to comment. This is an 

issue that I wu ld  attempt to correct in the Mure, regardless of exhibition 

location. 



CHAPTER THREE 

HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY ISSUES 

Photography as a Regulating Force 

Throughout its history, the photograph has been utilized as a 

document to act as 'evidence of tnith' within a multitude of disciplines. 

The use of the photograph as 'evidence of truth' can most readily be 

witnessed when examining the subjects of policing and medicine. 44 The 

photograph was enlisted to document and provide 'evidence of truth' in 

the identification and surveillance of criminals. The photograph was also 

utilized in various fields of medicine and psychiatry to establish 'evidence' 

of predisposition to prostitution, madness, criminality and sexual 

deviancy. 45 The seerningly innocuous photographie representation acts 

as a metaphor full of connection and implied meaning. Those feelings, 

emotions, dispositions, illnesses that could not be shown would be 

implied through visual representation. 

44 See John Tagg, in The Burden of Representation: Essays on 
Photographies and Hisfoies. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1988. 

45 For more on the predisposition to sexual deviancy, criminality, 
prostitution, etcetera, see Gilman, 'The Hottentot and the Prostitute"; 
Sekula, "The Body and the Archive" and Tagg, The Burden of 
Representation. 



Tagg's The Burden of Representation: Essays on Photographies and 

Histones provided a comprehensive examination of the medium of 

photography. He examined the institutions and agencies which invested 

the photograph as a regulatory device. Tagg argued that in the nineteenth 

century the use of photography, in addition to other methods of 

surveillance and record keeping, assisted in the "restructuring of the local 

and national state in industrialised societies at that time and to the 

developrnent of a network of disciplinary institutions - the police, prisons, 

asylums, hospitals, departrnents of health, schools, and even the modem 

factory system itself." 46 

Medicine also used the photograph to provide visual representations 

accepted as 'evidential truth.' In 'The Body and the Archive," Sekula 

examined the process by which photography was applied to physiognomy 

and phrenology to provide factual evidence of the diseases of both the 

body and the mind. The body, through photography, was fragmented and 

presented in ways which objectified the subject. Visual representations 

would reduce the subject to the manifestation of a given illness 

subsequently mapped onto a part of the body. 47 

46 Tagg, The Burden of Representafion, 5. 

47 While medical and documentary photography c m  functional as 
effective educational tools, it is the use of these images in the 
construction of identities, as well as issues of appropriation for uses in the 
media, that I find problematic. 



In the mid-eighteenth century, Dr. Hugh Diamond employed the 

medium to document and provide visual evidence of the stages of hysteria 

and insanity. He argued that the photographer "needs in many cases no 

aid from any language of his own, but prefers rather to listen, with the 

picture before him, to the silent but telling language of nature." 48 Dr. 

Diamond elevated the medium of photography to new levels within his 

own work. Using photographie methods, he documented the various 

stages and physiognomic characteristics of insanity and melancholia. 

Inclusion of the photographs in his notes and publications w r e  integral to 

diagnosing and teaching about the detection of the illnesses. 49 Jean- 

Martin Charcot also depended on the 'tnith of vision' to support his 

obsession with the female hysteric. He strongly believed that photography 

had a profound power as it allowed the individual to see, and therefore 

understand, the manifestations of the "illneçç." 50 

Sander Gilman identified the use of the visual image in medicine as 

providing a physical reference point based on a rnoralistic agenda intent 

48 Dr. Hugh Diamond, 
Physiognomic and Mental 
Insane: The Case of Dr. 
Schumacher, 1 53-1 56. 

49 Ibid, 153. 

"On the Application of Photography to the 
Phenornena of Insanity," in Portraits of the 
Diamond, eds. Adrienne Burrows and lwan 

Monika Gagnon, "A Convergence of Stakeç: Photography, 
Feminism and AIDS," in Fluid Bchanges, ad. James Miller, 56-57. 



on locating blame. Images of the syphilitic. for instance, were 

cornmonplace at the end of the nineteenth century. Those images were 

used specifically to exhibit the horrors of immoral behaviour; diseases of 

the body were then çhown on the body. 

In matters of surveillance, Alphonse Bertillon devised a system in 1883 

in which the "criminal body was individuated and forced to yield its signs, 

transformed into a subject and subjected, a discursive object within a 

disciplinary apparatus." '* Bertillion invented a filing systern using 

photographs of criminals, physiognorny, and phrenology. subjecting each 

criminal to a system of eleven measurements which identified their 

individuality. In fact, various archives were established. which identified 

specific body parts which wuld then be called upon to support arguments 

of predisposition to madness, criminality, prostitution, sexual disfunction 

and so on. 

Lalvani provided a comprehensive analysis of the constitution of the 

regulated body in nineteenth-century society in the article "Photography, 

Epistemology and the Body." Lalvani 

both representing the 'exterior' body 

describes "how photography - by 

and effecting the 'interiof body - 

51 Sander Gilman, "AIDS and Syphilis: The lconography of Disease." 
In AiDS Cultural Anaiysiç/Cutural Actjvjsm, ed. Douglas Crimp. 
Cambridge: MIT Press. 1993. 

52 Laivani, "Photography, Epistemology and the Body." 455. 



assisted in producing both knowledge and power." 53 Drawing from 

Foucault. Lalvani identified three crucial sites of regulatory control 

utilizing the photograph in nineteenth century bourgeois society: 

(i) how photography operated within a certain set of discourses 
and practices to socially constitute the body, providing it with 
meaning wïthin an established hierarchy of values; (ii) how 
photography operated within a set of discourses and practices 
at the 'bio-political' level in order to surveil, regulate and 
discipline the movement of criminals across the social; and how 
it also simultaneously sought to identify and constitute the 
criminal body itself; finally, (iii) the nature of photography's 
functioning at 'anatomo-political' level in certain discourses and 
practices operating within the capitalist mode of production, so 
that 'what is most material and rnost vital in bodies is invested 
in thern' (Foucault, Discipline and Punish: 152) 

These authors illustrate the power invested in the photograph. This 

investrnent remains to this day as a powerful weapon in dominant (and 

wunter) discourses. Awareness of the historical applications of the 

medium help us better understand the modes of representation implicit in 

wntemporary photography. The photographed body, in other words, has 

become the outward surface upon which cultural, medical, moral, political, 

and social practices have been transcribed. 

53 lbid 443. 

54 Ibid. 



Acquired Immune Oeficiency Syndrome 

In considering the history of AIDS, it is impossible to recall the subject 

without addressing the visual representations which have defined AIDS 

photographic representations. In keeping with the historical use of 

photography current representations have been carefully wnstructed in 

an attempt to locate and contextualize AIDS. The identities that have 

been constmcted of people with AIDS have been criticized as a result of 

the photographic techniques used, as well as by the various agenda that 

have informed their production. 

The manner in which the larger social has corne to know the history of 

AIDS has been largely wnstructed through the visual representations that 

have been used to communicate the epidemiology of the syndrome. The 

image of AIDS has become more than mere visual representation. It has 

become entrenched in the current Westem cultural, moral, social and 

political milieus. As mainstream media began reporting on the syndrome, 

use of the photographlvisual image did not locate the face of AlOS but 

spectacularized it. During the process of reporting on and depicting of the 

physiognomy of AIDS, distinct identities were constructed. It is the 

construction of these identities that l am most interested in. 

The Construction of "Othef 

AIDS first came to the forefront in Westem society in 1981 follow'ng 

reports from American doctors to the American Centers for Disease 



Control. The reports from various locations throughout the United States 

identified individuals who were suffering from rare and inexplicable 

illnesses. lnitially al1 of these individuals were gay males. This ied 

epiderniologists and medical researchers in the United States ta conclude 

"that the condition these men suffered from was either sexually 

transmitted or somehow related to M a t  came to be called 'homosexual 

lifestyle."' 55 So began the construction of a more elaborate Western gay 

male identity that associated 'lifestyle' with illness, and positioned al1 

Western gay males as 'carriers of death.' 

In the initial four years of the syndrome, the 'condition' in question 

wuld be equated with homosexuality. The 'condition' was even given the 

name "Gay Related Immune Deficiency - GRID." 56 As a result, scientific 

discourses employed terminologies that revolved around the gay male as 

the "source of his own pollution." 57 Betwean June 1981 and December 

1985 sociological discourses used accusatory terminologies such as: 

'"homosexual and bisexual men who are extremely active sexually,' 

55 Jan Zita Grover. 'Visible Lesions: Images of the PWA in America." 
In Fluid Exchanges: Artists and Cntics in CMs,  ed. James Miller, 30. 

56 Cindy Patton. Last Served: Gend- the HIV Epidemic. London: 
Falmer, 1994. 12. 

57 Sander Gilrnan. "AIDS and Syphilis: The lconography of Diçease." 
In AIDS: Cultural AnaIysis/Cuifural Acfivism, ed. Douglas Crimp. 
Cambridge Mass.: The MIT Press, 1988, 1993. 99. , 



'admitted homosexuals,' 'homosexual males with multiple partners,' 'highly 

sexually active homosexual males,' and 'promiscuous' versus 

'nonpromiscuouç' hornosexual males." 58 When the sociologically 

founded ternis were later infonned by biomedical discourses, "the V ~ ~ O U S  

images of AIDS as a 'gay disease' proved too alluring to abandon." 59 

What would be at stake in abandoning the notion that this syndrome 

was prirnarily a 'gay disease'? Paula Treichler identified several 

hypotheses that provide some account for the general adherence to this 

notion: 

It is easy to see both the scientific and the popular appeal to 
the 'fragile anus' hypothesis: scientifically, it confines the public 
health dimensions of AIDS to an infected population in the 
millions-rnerely mind-boggling, that is - enabling us to stop short 
of the impossible, the unthinkable billions that widespread 
heterosexual transmission might infect. Another appeal of 
thinking of AIDS as a 'gay disease' is that it protects not only 
the sexual ractices of heterosexuality but also its ideological 
superiority. 80 

These hypotheses survived long after gay activists successfully rallied for 

a change in the name of the syndrome. 

58 Paula Treichler. "AIDS, Homophobia, and Biomedical Discourse: 
An Epidemic of Signification." In AIDS: Cultural Analysiç/Cultural Activism. 
48. 

59 Ibid. 48. 



In 1982 GRlD became known as Acquired Immune Deficiency 

Syndrome (AIDS). Cindy Patton noted that the "appearance of women in 

the early epidemiology" was equally responsible for the resulting name- 

changeb1 New cases of the syndrome were being identified in other 

marginalized groups as weII, forcing a rethinking of an already uncertain 

etiology. The presence of these other individuais only partially 

problernatized the persisting notions of a 'gay disease:' 

In a sense, Simon Watney has identified the contemporary 
construction of 'the polluting person' as the person with AlDS in 
his Policing Desire: AIDS, Pornography, and the Media. Not 
only is the illness figured as the 'gay disease,' but throughout 
the media's hysterical and homophobic response to the illness 
there is a tactical construction of a continuity between the 
polluted status of the homosexual by virtue of the boundary- 
trespass that is homosexuality and the disease as a specific 
modality of homosexual pollution. 62 

However, if gay men were 'the source of their own pollution' then what of 

these other marginalized groups? What was the source of their pollution? 

What was at stake in reducing the boundaries of the larger social from the 

marginalized polluted 'other'? Moralist, racist and sexist ideolog ies 

positioned intravenous drug users, peoples of African origin, and wornen 

61 Cindy Patton. Last Served: Gendehg the HIV Epidemic. 1 1. 

62 Linda Singer. Erotic Welfare: Sexual Theory and Politics in the Age 
of Epidemic, eds. Judith Butler and Maureen MacGrogan. New York: 
Routledge, 1993. 132. 



into Westem cultural narratives that were in keeping with contemporary 

prejudices and unequal relations of power. 

Consider that: 
History has taught us that blaming the victims of an epidemic 
disease is rnuch easier when they can be wnceived of as 
'different'. The distance established between the self and the 
Other, condemned and damned, allows nimour to persist long 
after factual information is provided. 63 

In order to maintain a distance of safety the larger social continued to de- 

value and disenfranchise these individuals. If a source of pollution within 

these rnarginalized groups can be located, I argue that it can be found in 

their irnposed subject-positioning within Western s o ~ i e t ~ . ~ ~  

While hegemonic discourses positioned these subjects as 'other,' 

biomedical discourses were just as responsible for this perception.65 

63 Mikhaël Elbaz and Ruth Muhach. "Fear of the Other, Condemned 
and Damned: AIDS, Epidemics and Exclusions." In A Leap in the Dark: 
AIDS, Art & Contemporary Cultures, eds. Allan iüusacek and Ken 
Morrison. Montreal: Vehicule Press, 1992. 6. 

64 Within other cultures and locations throughout the world AIDS is 
experienced and represented in various ways, many quite different to 
Westem cultures which to this day still adhere to the notion that AIDS is a 
'gay disease' or is somehow a deserved punishment. See. for example, 
Farmer, AIDS and Accusation: Haiti and the Geography of Blame"; Patton, 
Last Served? Gendering the HIV Pandemic; and Singer, Erotic Welfare: 
Sexual Theory and Politics in the Age of AIDS; Treichler, "An Epidemic of 
Signification"; Treichler, ''The Cultural Construction of Reality." 

65 Paula A. Treichler noted with regard to the location of the virus in 
the host environment, in this case the human body, that "[clurrent 
conventional wisdom is that the patient's view must be honoured; the 



Certain scientists involved in AIDS-related research could not see beyond 

the epidemiology of the virus. Too often scientists and physicians have 

ignored the hurnan aspect of AIDS, which in tum has dehumanized those 

individuals who were sero-positive. In June 1989, at the Fifth International 

AIDS Conference in Montréal, Dr. Robert Gallo was asked if he felt that 

the emphasis on social challenges was overshadowing the scientific 

content of the conference. He responded by saying: 

I appreciate women's rights but I would like the chance to make 
a choice. We didn't expect this amount of diversity. People from 
Third World nations need a chance to get together but is here 
the best lace? You can't even find the people you want to talk 
to here. & 

This is in contrast to the views of individuals such as physician and 

scientist Joseph Sonnabend who "argues instead that AlDS needs to be 

studied in its cultural totality." 67 Dr. Gallo's attitude would appear to be 

physician is, therefore, urged to understand the patient's cultural 
construction of reality to read the native's text." Ibid. 75. 

66 Paula Treichler. "AIDS, HIV, and the Cultural Construction of 
Reality." In The Time of AIDS: Social Analysis, Theory, and Method, eds. 
Gilbert Herdt and Shirley Lindenbaum. Newbury Park: Sage, 1992. 78. 
For a further analysis of Gallo's reaction,to the presence of "pesky non- 
scientists" see James Miller, "Criticism as Activism." In Fluid Exchanges, 
199-201. 

67 Paula Treichler. "AIDS, Homophobia, and Biomedical Discourse: 
An Epidernic of Signification." In AlDS: Cultural Analysis/Cuitura/ 



typical of the 'scientific delegates' response to the presence of the 'other' 

as observed by Professor James Miller who attended the Conference as a 

member of the 'Audio-Visual Program Cornmittee.' Miller observed that the 

International Conference bore witness to the collision of the privileged 

corporate AlDS world with the radical activist AlDS world. Clearly, this 

global conference was not intended to provide a space for the cultural or 

political totality of AIDS. 

Politicizing AlDS 

The position of the goveming political state further infoms public fears 

and perceptions. This political agenda has not only constructed penons 

living with AIDS, but the general attitudes towards them. James D. 

Watkins, head of Ronald Reagan's AlDS Commission, stated in an 

interview that: 

We have an opportunity to restructure what a healthy lifestyle 
is al1 about ... Now we are hardening an underclass and there is 
a strong underlay behiveen that underclass and AIDS. It is 
mainly Hispanics and Black Arnericans. AlDS brings into focus 
a variety of flaws in our system ...m he job of educators then is 
to help people leam in a fundamental way about human biology 
and their own bodies so they can possess lifelong strategies for 
wholesome lifestyles. 69 

Acfivism. 5 1 . 

68 James Miller. "Criticism as Activism." 1 86, 187. 

Emily Martin. "The End of the Body?" In A m e d n  Ethnologist, 



When pressed to clarify portions of his responses. he argued that 'Yhe 

social control entailed in disserninating biological knowledge of the body; 

the fear of AIDS, [is] linked to 'fiam in our system,' among them 

hornosexuals, people of colour, and people living in poverty." Watkins 

identified the 'flaws in the system' as those marginalized individuals. who 

once identified by the Arnerican Centers for Disease Control, were fimly 

positioned as 'other.' By publicly identifying the 'other' within the larger 

social, Watkins (and many like him) re-opened a space for the 'other' with 

a voice. In part, as a result of this political, economic and bio-medical 

construction, a relationship of power was re-established with a strong gay 

and lesbian voiceirl Foucault noted that: 

[A] power relationship can only be articulated on the basis of 
hrvo elements which are each indispensable if it is really to be a 
power relationship: that 'the other' (the one over whom power is 
exercised) be thoroughly recognized and maintained to the very 
end as a person who acts: and that, faced with a relationship of 
power, a m o l e  field of responses, reactions, results, and 
possible inventions may open up. 72 

70 Ibid. 133. 

71 The 'other' being gays and 1esbian.s who had already rnobilized as 
a political force. 

72 Michel Foucault. "The Subject and Power." In Art afier Modernism: 
Rethinking Representation, ed. Brian Wallis. New York: The New Museum 
of Contemporary Art, 1984. 427. 



AlDS activists quickly united to confront the oppressive state mechanisms 

which would position and marginalize them. 

Richard Goldstein noted that never before in hurnan history has the 

cultural response to AlDS been more rapid. While he identified the initial 

cultural response as primarily literary, Goldstein noted the rapid inclusion 

of the subject of AlDS in the conternporary visual arts. 73 Goldstein has 

also noted that it is through art that artists c m  "intervene in how the 

epidernic is perceived and to generate political activism." 74 As the 

individuals identified as having AlDS during the earliest years of the 

pandemic were already perceived of as marginal and/or other, the media 

assisted in reenforcing the sense of fear as well as notions of superiority 

over the marginalised groups as a Mole. In Foucauldian ternis, the 

individual was marked by herBis own individuality making herlhim 

"subject." Prior to the pandemic gays and lesbians had long been involved 

in a power relationship wath goveminglnomializing forces. Hûving already 

73 Goldstein also noted that "[olne reason for this explosion of interest 
is the population in which AlDS was first identified. It is often supposed 
that homosexuals are, by nature, artistic, and, in fact, AlDS has taken an 
appalling toll among gay men in the creative disciplines. But the arts also 
sewed as an arena in which homosexuals c m  address-and redress-the 
inequities of their social status." Richard Goldstein. "The lmplicated and 
the Immune: Response to AlDS in the Arts and Popular Culture." In A 
Disease of Society: Cultural & Institutonal Responses to AIDS, eds. 
Dorothy Nelkin, David P. Willis, and Scott V. Parris. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991. 1 9. 

74 Ibid. 



been recognized as individuals who act, it is no surprise that gays and 

lesbians reacted to the structures that had previously defined them as 

'other.' Some of these men and women and their friends became a viable 

force as AIDS activists ready to re-engage in a stniggle that had been 

ongoing for a decade, but this time with a vociferous urgency, as the 

literal threat of life and death was being realised. 

AIDS: Wsual Representation 

With few exceptions. Western society has witnessed the division of 

one subject from another. m i s  becornes most evident when one 

considers the representations produced of individuals living with Hurnan 

lmmunodeficiency Virus (HIV). The institutions that provided the earliest 

photographs of HIV-infected individuals did so in the same manner in 

which they had represented il1 and marginalized groups for nearly a 

century, as abjects and as 'other.' 75 Within the field of science, 

photographie representations were produced using traditional surveillance 

techniques that initially only displayed affected organs. Roberta McGrath 

identified what may have been at stake in providing a voice to the subject. 

75 On the construction of objectfsubject through photography see, for 
example, Lalvani, "Photography, Epistemology and the Body"; Sekula, 
"On the Invention of Photographic Meaning"; Tagg, The Burden of 
Representation: Essays on Photographies and Histories; Gever, "P ictures 
of Sickness: Stuart Marshall's Btight Eyes; Watney, "Photography and 
AIDS"; Grover, 'Visible Lesions: Images of the PWA in Amerka"; and 
Gilrnan, "AIDS and Syphilis: The lconography of Disease". 



Simon Watney agreed with McGrath's statement that ''the relation 

between subjugation of the voice in favou: of the visible has important 

consequences for understanding the zeal with which the medical 

profession took up photography." 76 The practice of surveillance 

perpetuateslfacilitates relations of power. 

Representations produced within photojournalism, which were 

concerned with fixing AIDS on the body portrayed individuals as pitiful or 

somehow criminal, again using traditional techniques to distance the 

subjecüobject in the photograph. It is for this reason that the news media 

industry often found itself at the center of controversy. In the early stages 

of the coverage of AIDS, speculation, misinformation and 

misrepresentation were commonplace. "Media science articulates the 

same old prejudices in a new 'objective' language: science reporters 

pretend that gay activists and right wing fanatics have 'politicized' AIDS, 

yet do not acknowledge the political implications of the way the media 

carves out the AIDS information iandscape. 1' 77 

As an ideological mechanism, photographic representations of the first 

people living with AIDS 

76 Simon Watney. "The 
Anthology of Wntings by 

were not concerned wSth humanizing 

Rhetoric of AIDS." In Blasted Allegofies: An 
Contemporary Artists, ed. Brian Wallis. 

carnbridge, Mass.: ~ h e  MIT Press, 1 987b. 163. 

77 Cindy Patton. 'The AIDS Industry." In Talang Liberties: AlDS and 
Cultural Politics, eds. Erica Carter and Simon Watney. London: Serpent's 
Tail, 1989. 1 16. 



representations. Susan Sontag noted that the medium of photography has 

been abused to the point that "once one has seen such images, one has 

started down the road to seeing more-and more. Images transfk. Images 

anaesthetize." 78 As these dehumanking photographs of people living 

with AlDS became more cornmonplace in the media, the general audience 

was at risk of becoming not only anaesthetized to the images, but 

alienated from the subjects of the images as well. 

As the majority of photographs depicting images of people living with 

AlDS were also images of gay males, the sense of al ienation within the 

'general public' was more easily produced. In contrast to the clinical 

depictions of the virus, one will find that "in dominant representations of 

HIV infection, we find its conflation not only the fatal, final stages of 

AlDS itself, but dorninantly embodied by photography across the figure of 

78 Susan Sontag. "ln Plato's Cave." In On Photography. New York: 
Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 1978. 20. 

In AlDS and its Metaphors, Sontag argues for the removal of the 
military metaphor. She believes that it overstates the phenonema. and 
ultimately negatively affects the person who is ill. Finally, Sontag argues 
that "We-medicine, society-are not authorized to fight back by any 
means whatever.. ." lllness as Metaphor and AlDS and ifs Metaphors. New 
York: First Anchor Books Edition, January A990. 183. On this I must 
disagree. When al1 forms of oppressive metaphor, inaction and 
indifference are eliminated, and only then, can 'We' discontinue our 
efforts. 



the 'homosemial'." 79 More often than not representations of people living 

with AIDS were produced in what Simon Watney referred to as 'the AIDS 

diptych.' The first panel often revealed images of HIV derived through the 

electron-microscope, further perpetuating an authority of biomedicine 

within AIDS discourses. 

The media industry's use of this 'AIDS diptych' rnay have been an 

attempt to assert its own authority and superiority through 

clinical/biomedical means. The first panel of the diptych would often 

reproduce a replica of the retro-virus, the 'before' image as it were. The 

second panel muld fix AIDS on the body, creating the 'after' image. 

Gagnon argues that the media intentionally reproduced these 'before and 

after' combinations to solve "the 'problern' of how to know the disease - 
how to understand wtiat is in fact an invisible cellular disorder within the 

body.. . . " 80 The problem it does not solve is how to know the 

culturallpoliticallsocial aspects of representation that ultirnately affect 

health care, research funding and education. 

During the Sixth International Conference on AIDS, held in San 

Francisco (1990). employees of a local television station found 

79 Monika Gagnon. "A Convergence of Stakes: Photography, 
Feminism, and AIDS." In Fluid Exchanges: Artisfs and Cnfics in the AlDS 
Crisis. 67. 

Gagnon. "A Convergence of Stakes." 61. 



thernselves in a position, which they seized upon, to exploit a person 

living with AIDS for the purpose of increasing the empathetic response 

value of its audience. The station had been profiling a woman by the 

name of Andrea Walton, who was 'one of the thousand people with HIV 

who attended [the] conference.' The conference was dominated by an 

immense three-dimensional glass model of the HIV retrovirus. When 

Walton paused at the model to view it the camera caught her response, 

as did the television station's viewing audience. Walton was ovenrvhelmed 

that such a beautiful enemy could in fact be the enemy that was killing 

her. 81 

The fact that the television station's camera followd Walton around 

the conference is in itself quite interesting. With the rise of sero-positive 

individuals from various factions of society becorning more visible, the 

preoccupation of fixing AIDS on the white gay male body momentarily 

subsided. Howver, what rernained at stake was the need to produce a 

moralistic hegemony. In her article, "A Convergence of Stakes: 

Photography, Feminism, and AIDS," Monika Gagnon found a precedent in 

the re-production of the female body through the "current abjection of the 

gay body.. ." 82 Gagnon stated: 

81 Treichler. "AIDS, HIV, and the Cultural Construction of Reality." 67. 

82 Gagnon. "A Convergence of Stakes." 56. 



While the specific constructions of these bodies involve 
different effects, these are bodies bound and wnfined by the 
ianguage of Westem patriarchy, and hence relegated to fields 
outside of a sanctioned white, heterosexual terrain. Outside, 
perhaps, but in their othemess or 'alterity,' they are strictly 
managed. and thereby known and dominated. 83 

It is in the maintenance of boundaries that the Westem patriarchy can 

regulate and control the 'other'. This is in part achieved wi-th the 

assistance of the news industry. 

One must not forget that the media industry does not merely produce 

images to (mis)inform, but vies with other cornpetitors and mediums. The 

news media industry relies on, among other things, sensationalisrn to 

provoke controversy as well as to generate revenue. One of the most 

noted, and horrifie, illustrations of the obsession to fix AlDS on the body 

and generate a buck, is provided by an example of the treatment and 

victimization of Kenneth Raumsauer. 84 In May 1983 Joe Lovett. a 

segment producer on '20/20,' an American news magazine programme, 

was looking for an 'AIDS victim.' Lovett rejected the first people with AlDS 

that he was introduced to as they did not look "sick enough." It was only 

when Lovett met Kenny Raumsauer that he was satisfied. Raumsauer had 

a severe case of Kaposi's Sarcoma, and his appearance had becorne 

83 Ibid. 

84 Grover. 'Visible Lesionç." 32. 



radically altered. "Kenny Raurnsauer was quite literally the vicam of 

'20120,' which did not encourage viewer identification with him, but in fact 

diswuraged it by reducing him to his present physical grotesqueness and 

by contrasting that with a photograph of hirn before hiç illness." 85 

Images of Raumsauer were reproduced in both Britain and France with 

the same 'befcre and after' images used by '20120.' Grover noted that ''the 

uses Kenny Raumsauer was put to are the most grotesque examples of 

the mainstrearn media's penchant for seeking out the most visibly il1 .... 11 86 

Mainstream media was certainly not the first arena to employ 'before 

and after' images. The field of Medicine has used the photograph to 

provide a dramatic chronology of illness, disease, and M a t  it identified as 

deviancy. It was also frequently used to provide evidential truth in 

depicting hysteria, hornosexuality, insanity, genetic predisposition to crime 

or prostitution, etcetera. 

In "AIDS and Syphilis: The lconography of Disease," Sander Gilman 

acknowiedged the long history of the regulatory functions of the visual 

image with regards to the 'sick.' lncluded in this tradition was the 

centuries-old practice of visually representing the syphilitic. Gilman noted 

that it was not only the visual representations of the syphilitic that were of 

85 Ibid. 34. 

86 Ibid.32. 



such importance, but the obsessive need for a given society to identify the 

origin of the illness. Gilman looked to visual iconographies that could in 

fact have infomed the way the PWA has been depicted. He found 

striking parallels with traditional representations of syphilis: 

The appropriation of the iwnography of syphilis for the 
representation of people with AIDS is not random; it is, rather, a 
result of the perception that the sexual orientation of people 
with AIDS was deteninant, and that these people suffered from 
a sexually transmitted disease. 87 

AIDS and Photography 

The iconography of photographs depicting people Ath  AIDS has most 

definitely perpetuated an agenda that continues to marginalize gay men 

(as well as other groups such as prostitutes, IV drug users. people of 

colour, etcetera). The origin of blame in Canada and the United States is 

clearly transcribed onto a specific identity. or succession of identities. If 

one were to reflect for a moment on images provided by the 'news 

industry' she might recall the 'AIDS diptych,' or a series of images 

87 Gilman. Ibid. 98. In addition: 
the 'taming' of syphilis and other STDs with the introduction of 
antibiotics in the 1940s left our culture a series of images 
of mortally infected and infecting, people suffering from a 
morally repugnant disease-without a sufficiently powerful 
disease to function as a referent of these images ... AIDS 
appeared then as the perfect referent, even if it was not a 
' typical STD. 



depicting PWAs. As a rule, gay men are most often depicted alone or at a 

distance from whomever else is in the photograph. This perpetuated a 

sense of alienation, solitude, or melancholia. If the subjectlobject in the 

photograph was positioned with a person of the opposite sex, or with 

children, as a rule this individual was coded as heterosexual. 

The use of medical and scientifically informed representations produce 

hegemonic order, and it positions the spectator w-thin a context that may 

strongly influence viewer identification vvith the subjectlobject. The 

underlying message, which predorninates in the accompanying text 

provided with the images, is too often a thinly veiled attempt to locate 

blame. In actuality this affects the spectator at both a conscious and 

unconscious level. The message is made more transparent with terms 

such as 'AIDS victim' and 'innocent victirn'. The 'AIDS victim' is seen to be 

in "sorne way complicit with, to have courted, their fate." 88 While ''the 

proof that victim is not simply a term applied to the unlucky, to those 

undeserving and noncomplicit with their fate, is the frequently employed 

phrase, 'innocent victim,' which is not seen as redundant." 89 

** Grover. "AIDS: Keywords." In AIDS: Culfural Analysis/Cultural 
Cnficism. 28. Grover problematizes many of the keywords identified in 
AlDS discourses, such as: AIDS ... the disease; AIDS test; AIDS virus; 
carrier; condone; family; general population; gaylhomosexual community; 
heterosexual community; lesbian; prostitute; PWA; risk group; risk 
practice, and spread." I bid. 

89 Ibid. 



In reaction to the constitution of blame imposed through media, 

government, etcetera, AIDS activistç have begun to fight back." 

Photographic representations have been and are continuing to be 

produced which address the PWA and do not place blame or exploit the 

most visibly iII. There has also been a backlash against those individuals 

and organizations who have continued to ignore the very existence of 

AlDS (or those organizationslcorporations who would profit frorn within 

the 'AIDS industry'). Within AlDS activism, 'Activist Art' such as that 

produced by ACT UP, has reached iconic proportions. The slogan 

"Silence=Death" became the unifying battle cry for "an entire community 

of people confronting the epidemic." 91 The AlDS activist group Gran 

Fury appropriated photographie images and graphics to produce powerful 

political staternents. 

Another example of backlash is evidenced by an image of Ronald 

Reagan produced through Benetton for their publication Colors. The 

photograph represents Reagan with Kaposi's Sarcoma covering his face 

AIDS activism united in such associations as AlDS Coalition to 
Unleash Power (ACT UP); Gran Fury; the National Association of People 
with AIDS (USA); United in Anger; artAIDS; AIDS Action Now! Art Action 
Now!, etcetera. 

91 Douglas Crimp. "Portraits of People with AIDS." In Cultural Studies, 
eds. Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, and Paula Treichler. New York: 
Routledge, 1 992. 47. 



(a possible reference to Kenny Raumsauer?). When the magazine 

Equinox reproduced the image, the caption that ran under the image 

stated that "Colors used digital deception to give Ronald Reagan 

AIDS ...." 92 Whether or not the individual responsible for the copy that 

accompanied the image was aware of it, this simple caption in part 

reduces the efficacy of the photograph. The result of the digital deception 

was in fact to give Reagan skin cancer (Kaposi's Sarcoma). The 

assumption that the former president had AIDS, as a result of being 

represented with Kaposi's Sarcorna, rnight in fact be premature.g3 

There are fine art photographers who have photographed PWAs, such 

as Nicholas Nixon and Rosalind Solomon, who are at the same time both 

controversial and highly criticized. Goldstein criticized Solomon's work as 

failing to "probe beneath the familial embrace, or to raise questions about 

the impact of social structures on the stigrnatized individual." 94 On 

- -  - -  - - - - - - - -  

92 Equinox: December 1994, 48. 

93 The representation of the former president with Kaposi's Sarcoma 
could have also been a poignant criticism on the news media industry in 
response to the amount of energy it placed on reporting the removal of 
facial skin cancer Reagan did in fact experience. There is a strong 
possibility that this was a poignant criticism of Reagan's prolongued 
reluctance to rewgnise AIDS in the United States, and the fact that his 
public indifference delayed funding to much needed assistance to AIDS 
health care programs and research. 

94 Goldstein. 'The lmplicated and the Immune." 34. 



Nixon, Goldstein noted that 'Yhe effect of his stance is to transforrn the 

subject into a specimen." 95 Jan Zita Grover has stated that Nixon and 

Solomon have been criticized for using 'Yhese photographs to foreground 

their own expdence in photographing PWAs: they make it sound as if 

they were stalking rare animals at great ernotional cost to themselves." 96 

Grover does concede that there are those critics who feel that "'Nixon has 

reached out w'th his honesty and concem. II 97 

These contradictory reviews speak not only to the manner in which the 

PWA is understood, but to how the PWA is politically and culturally 

constituted within the mind of the photographer as wll as that of the 

reader. 

It is impossible to conclude after a decade of AlDS we have still 
not developed beyond our limited cultural repertory in 
responding to the disorder that arises from the threat of 
transrnittable death. Between yesterday's order of God and 
today's order of Science, we tinker with tempowry res onses- 
waiting for time to deliver us from evil and uncertainty. $8 

95 Ibid. 

96 Grover. "Visible Lesions." 41 . 

97 Ibid. 

98 Elbaz and Murbach. "Fear of the Other, Condernned and Damned." 
7. 



Time is a luxury that we do not al1 share. AIDS activists are tired of 

tinkering. Responsible, contextual, and ethical representations of PWAs 

may be considered a temporary response; however, when continued 

representations are produced the larger social rnay be forced out of its 

anesthesia. As John Tagg has noted, the technolagy of photography 

retains power only to the extent that it has been invested with power. 

When considering the discursive fields that have addressed the 

'picture of health/sickness,' and the ever-changing epidemiology of AIDS, 

it is not surprishg that the power that has been traditionially invested in 

the photograph has been so readily adopted to the subject of AIDS. The 

currency of the photograph has been accepted as a fadual document that 

establishes evidence of illness, evidence of blame, a means of 

surveillance, and as evidence of tnith. 99 The camera image, however, 'is 

a deliberately cropped, framed and mediated piece of reality' that has 

been invested with power. It is the ideologically infomed agenda behind 

the document that constructs meaning and identities. 

What has been at stake then in the construction of identities within 

AIDS discourses? The answer is nothing short of the entire white Western 

patriarchal hegernonic order which fears the loss of p o w r  associated with 

99 See Lalvani. "Photography. 
''The Body and the Archive; Tagg. 
on Photographies and Histones. 

Epistemology and the Body; Sekula, 
The Burden of Representation: Essays 



accepting that AlDS is primarily transmissible through the exchange of 

bodily fluids and not who you are. In an attempt to alleviate its own fears, 

the patriarchy obsesses on locating blame in specific, marginalized 

identities. It must be understood that a retrovirus does not discriminate, 

people do. 



CONCLUSION 

WHAT HAS BEEN THE EFFECT OF AlDS 
ON PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION? 

What has been the effect of AIDS on photographic representation? 

Has photographic representation been used to wnstruct the visual 

rneaning of AIDS? If so, to m a t  extent has photography wntributed to the 

construction of an AIDS identity? What has been at stake in perpetuating 

such representation? What is the role of the art photographer in the 

representation of people with AIDS? 

As an autobiographical treatise, my primary focus is best summarized 

by the last question - M a t  is the role of the art photographer in the 

representation of people with AIDS? 

photographic representations of AIDS have been nothing short of 

devastating. Photography has been employed by those with a moralist 

agenda to refer to a centuries old practice of presenting coded practices 

of representation ont0 the bodies of those they have set out to blame. 

Photography has clearly been used by the medical profession not only to 

establish the pathology of illness but to continue the practice of 

transforming the body into an object - something to be studied ~ M ~ o u t  

emotion or wnsequence. This was most readily evidenced in the early 

stages of the pandemic when the epidemiology of the syndrome often 

included the disfiguring skin cancer, Kaposi's Sarcoma. It was often these 



dark purple lesions that w r e  negatively spectacularized to convey the 

essence of AIDS. 

Throughout this pandemic the identities of people with AIDS have also 

been carefully wnstructed, or should I Say, perpetuated. The hierarchic, 

patriarchal system of maintaining boundaries around itself has openly 

disenfranchised al1 those individuals that it considers 'other.' loO After 

sixteen years of this pandemic not enough has changed in the strategies 

of representation available to al1 categories of photographers. This is 

readily evidenced when considering the experiences of Bianchi. When 

interviewed recently by CNN, he was placed in a medical setting. 

Following the interview with hirn, CNN cut to a man in a bed clearly in 

'terminus.' In contradiction to the positive news that Bianchi and scientist 

Al Allen were announcing, in relation to their new AIDS therapy, CNN 

used an obvious dramatic referent from the practices of the previous 

decade that the network felt was still appropriate. This kind of abuse was 

repeated by the los Anw- during a similar interview wnducted 

in Bianchi's home focusing on the long-term relationship behveen himself 

and his partner. 

Sadly, M a t  has been at stake in perpetuating these identity 

constructions has proven fatal for too many, for what has been at stake 

1 intend 'system' to include: government at al1 levels, educational 
systerns at ail levels, all formats of media reportage, the maintenance of 
ethnic and racial stereotypes, al1 foms of homophobia, etcetera. 



here is not just the maintenance of the idea of superiority and assumed 

imrnunity within the white, heterosexual, non-IV dtug using, morally 

upstanding fantasy, but the continuation of inaction, intolerance, and 

indifference that is literally costing people their lives. 

Fortunately, there are photographers who regularly challenge these 

representations. However, challenging one stereotype Mi le  establishing 

another is no answer. The art photographer representing people with 

AlDS today must be held accountable for the photographs that sihe 

produces. Furthenore, these photographic projects must wnsider the 

subject, the person living with AIDS, as a fully empowered individual who 

loves, hates, moums, gets angry, feels sexy, and who has a loud voice 

capable of speaking for herselfhimself. This is even more imperative if 

one considers Bytsura's view that what AIDS feels like and looks like is an 

interpretation. With the use of a collaborative photographic approach the 

resulting interpretation is that of the PWA and not the photographer. 

It is truly unfathomable that nearfy a decade after a flier calling for 

more responsible photographic representations was quietly distributed to 

patrons at MoMA in protest against an exhibition, little has really changed. 

We must continue to demand that there be "no more pictures w'thout 

context," and to "stop looking at us; start listening to us." 

What must the AlDS activistlphotographer do novi/! For a start she 

needs to continue to challenge openly and to rupture those 

representations that negatively spectacularize the person living with 



AIDS. We must continue to demand institutional accountability, and we 

must remember why we make art. Filmmaker John Greyson states: 

Our motivations for rnaking art about AIDS are as diverse as our 
sexual, reg ional, racial, and political identities, but they are al1 
rooted in the absolute ternis of this very present moment. We 
make AIDS art to heal, to moum, to rage, to engage, to change. It 
is often as much for ourselves, our friends and lovers, as it iç for 
our communities and our publics. It is hardly a surprise that our 
cultural production is addressing our experience of AIDS. Indeed, 
it would be truly shockin if our response w r e  any less urgent, 
vital, and voluminous. 1 O? 

Most importantly, we must not give up. 

Being a gay male art photographer living in Canada during the past 

fifteen years has greatly influenced my philosophical and political outlook 

on visual representations depicting AIDS. The original project was 

conceived of as an academic exercise with practical components to 

address the efficacy of the AIDS informational poster. The thesis took on 

an autobiographical stance upon leaming the news that my best friend 

had not only been diagnosed as HIV+ but with full blown AIDS. When Jirn 

became too il1 to participate the thesis once again took on a new fociis. 

Working wîth three volunteers required the re-thinking of my 

rnethodological approach. While the general appearance of the project 

was significantly altered, the process did allow those involved to 'heal, to 

'O1 John Greyson, "Parma Violets for Wayland Flowers." In Fluid 
Exchanges. 135. 



moum, to rage, to engage, to change.' In retrospect, this project was an 

attempt to give my own w r l d  meaning. Ultimately, through the process of 

constnicting an alternative methodology that everyone involved could be 

cornfortable with, this project was about selfdiscovery, self-reflection and 

self-awareness. 

What does al1 this mean for the role of the art photographer creating 

AIDS photographic representations today? I believe that the role of the art 

photographer has been problematized and politicized through cultural, 

moral. and sociological eventsJactions. AIDS Action Now! and ACT UP. 

among others, have provided just such a response through fine art 

graphics and advertisements. I don't believe anyone cm forget the 

"Silence = Death" slogan/battle cry. Duane Michals noted that 

photography: 

has been interesting as a response to AIDS. In fact there has 
been various responses, but it hasn't changed anything. Its not 
going to cure AIDS. I think we must keep responding though, 
especially gay photographers. (See page 129.) 

Those of us engaged in AIDS photographic representation must 

continue our work. More importantly, I feel we need to continue to work in 

collaboration with the PWA. Unfortunately, collaboration cannot control 

the relation of the viewer to the subjectlobject. Representations that are 

empowering and sympathetic to the cultural construction of an AIDS 

identity are required not only because of ethical concerns, but to ensure 



that the seff-representation of the person wi-th AlDS has been realised. I 

believe this can best be achieved through a collaborative approach to 

representation - as I have produced in this thesis. The PWA must be 

recognised as the operator of herhis own representation. Yet not al1 

daims of collaboration are tnily collaborative. Collaboration must include 

an approach that is mutually agreed upon by al1 participants both prior to 

and after the photographie event. 

The methodological approach that I used with "sero-logues" is one that 

I consider an effective approach to assure selfdirection/self-reflection. 

When answring his questionnaire Morgan was asked if he was 

cornfortable with the approach of the collaboration. He responded that he 

was. Further that if: 

the photographer had control I would probably not have done 
the shoot. But Paul assured me from the very beginning that I 
had total control over each picture. A sense of control mattered 
rnost to me & I am sure it was a deciding factor for the other 2 
participants. Being HIV+, you lose some control over your life, 
this approach allowed me to gain back more control than I ever 
thought was possible. 

On the process. Ron commented that it allowed him to "explore 

personal questions" he had about hirnself as w l l  as allouving me to 

answer some of my own. Clearly Ron was correct. It w u l d  not be prudent 

for me to draw the conclusion that this approach would be as successful 

with a larger volunteer base. For this particular group of men it was 

successful. The approach that I used in "sero-logues" was the only 



approach that I felt I couid use. In review, there are few changes that I 

wuld make to the methodological approach, other than those previously 

indicated. The sharing of control and direction would refIect the desires of 

the PWA. In the end, I argue that AlDS photographic representation 

should speak less of the photographer and should prirnarily be about the 

person with AIDS. 



TRANSCRIPTS OF WRlTTEN TEXTS, F ROM THE 
COLLABORATION SERlES "SERO-LOGUES" 

Collaboration "When I tested positive al1 I wanted to do was 
Series 1 : retreat from the outside wortd. It's M a t  
Morgan I needed to do to begin the healing process, 

and to eventually face my worst fears head 
on. These fears are now mere shadows, 
disappearing in (en) light (ment)." 

Morgan 

Collaboration "CAN you tell when you look at me? 
Series 7 : CAN you tell when you look at me, 
Shawn THAT INSIDE I AM DYING? 

I SIT BESIDE YOU ON THE SUBWAY 
I WORK WlTH YOUR WlFE 
I'VE EVEN LOVED YOUR SON 
BUT CAN YOU TELL 
THAT INSIDE 1 AM DYING? 
AND IF YOU COULD 
WOULD YOU SIT BESIDE ME?" 

Shawn 

Collaboration "visualizing sornething we can't 
Series 1 : really see or describe, yet 
Ron we know exists. 

'the highest fom 
of hope' 

why I paint abstractly" 

Ron 



Collaboration "Despair, de pression. anger.. . it knocks 
Series 2: the wind out of me from time to time. 
Morgan And al1 I want to do is cry 8 curse, 

so I do. Fuck AIDS. fuck the world! 
Cry my head off. Tell myself to 
'Get over it' and sure enough, I do. 
And the show goes on ..." 

Morgan 

Collaboration " '... We are often far 
Series 2: from home in a dark tom, and our griefs 
Shawn are difficult to translate into a language 

understood by others' 
CHARLES SMITH" 

Shawn 

Collaboration "-remembering Hugh McLennan's 
Series 2: 'The Watch that Ends the Night' 
Ron difficult situations, and fiies 

and gods and wanton boys 
and the beauty of life as 
a gift." 

Ron 

Collaboration "1 have never been a religious person but I 
Series 3: have always been spiritual. When I feel 
Morgan the need to draw support from a Higher 

Power I find myself on my knees, praying 
for strength and guidance. This also reaffirrns 
my belief that our souk do live on and 



that death is not the end. I have to hold 
on to this belief in order for my world to 
make some sense." 

Morgan 

Collaboration "'STOPPING BY WOODS ON A S N O W  EVENING 
Series 3: 
Shawn VVhose woods these are I think I know 

His house is in the village, though; 
He will not see me here 
To watch his woods fiIl up with Snow. 

My little horse must think It queer 
To Stop without a farm house near 
Behnreen the wods and frozen lake 
The darkest evening of the year. 

He gives his hamess bells a shake 
To ask if there is some mistake. 
The only other sound's a sweep 
of easy wind and downy fiake. 

The woods are loveiy, dark, and deep 
But I have promises to keep, 
And miles to go before I sleep, 
And miles to go before I sleep.' 

Robert Frost" 

Shawn 

Collaboration "Michelangelo Antonioni talks of 
Series 3: complete stories told by surfaces, 
Ron scratching my molluscum i 

think yeah!" 

Ron 



Collaboration 
Series 4: 
Morgan 

Collaboration 
Series 4: 
Shawn 

Collaboration 
Series 4: 
Ron 

"Have you ever wanted to curl up into a bail 8 die? 
The truth is I have, many times. Like the day I was 
told I'm no longer just HIV+, but Iiving/surviving 
with AIDS. It was like finding out al1 over again. 

So there I was, in a fetal position, on my bed in 
total darkness - urn'shing I was back in the safety 
of my rnother's womb - wanting a second chance. 
Knowing full well there were no second chances 
this time." 

Morgan 

'THERE IS NOW ONLY ME 
ALONE ON MY ISLAND 
TO FEND THIS EVlL 
FROM INSIDE MY LlFE 

LURKING IN SHADOWS 
IT SEEKS AND DESTROYS 
NOT ONLY MY BODY 
BUT MY MIND 

TEARING AT MY SOUL 
IT DEVOURS ALL I HOLD CLOSE 
AND DRIVES AWAY 
MY DEAREST LOVE 

Shawn 

"A balance of Mahi-Kari (a japanese 
w a y  of meditation of receiving pure 
love Light, enough to eventually give 
some back) and Goethian black light 
for unlike Newtonian it is (2 me) 
more real and rnagical and proven. 
Miss not much and leave 



more than some behind." 

Ron 

Collaboration 'Throughout my lifetime I have dedicated countless 
Series 5: hours to searching - for inner peace, happiness 
Morgan and a reason for just being. Never fully realizing 

until recently that al1 these questions, these 
needs, c m  be answred simply by looking ftorn 
within and reaching out to those around me. 
My only regret is that it took something life- 
altering, like living with AlDS to discover this 
tnith." 

Morgan 

Collaboration 
Series 5: 
Shawn 

Collaboration 
Series 5: 
Ron 

Collaboration 
Series 6: 
Morgan 

" '1  DON'T WANT HIV IN MY LIFE,' 
and with that he left." 

Shawn 

'Viens, mais viens pas dents." 

Ron 

"1 am a Gay man 
I am a person living with AlDS 
I am so much more ... 
1 love who and M a t  I am 
I feel no shame." 

Morgan 



Collaboration 
Series 6: 
Shawn 

Collaboration 
Series 6: 
Ron 

Collaboration 
Series 7: 
Morgan 

Collaboration 
Series 7: 
S hawn 

"PEOPLE ASK: 
HOW DO YOU GO ON? 
Irs SIMPLE 
THERE'S NO CHOICE- 

THE WORLD KEEPS SPINNING. 
THE SUN REMAINS IN THE SKY. 
AND DAY STILL BEGINS AT DAWN. 

AND EVENTUALLY. 
LEE CONTINUES." 

Shawn 

"Gesam kunstwerk!" 

Ron 

"1 feel content and connected 
to the source of al1 power, 
to al1 living things around 

me." 

Morgan 

"My greatest Fear is that 
They will Find a Va& Vaccine 

& 
Stop looking for a cure." 

Shawn 



Collaboration "concentre pas trop, tu 
Series 7: vas venir épais" 
Ron 

Ron 

Collaborat ion "Beware the person living with a 'life-threatening' 
Series 8: illness. We know how precious life really is. 
Morgan So spare us the bullshit and the head garnes. 

We've got more important 'things' to focus our 
energies on. Like health, happiness and peace 
of mind. Corne along for the ride or take a hike!" 

Morgan 

Collaboration 
Series 8: 
Shawn 

"And you look at me 
with those Sultry Eyes 

How I long to feel washed away in this Moment 
But I Cannot 

I can only Watch 
From Down Below 

And Dream." 

Shawn 

Collaboration "Here's to GAYA 
Series 8: poor 01' girl, more or 
Ron less H.I.V. positive. 

And she soldiers on and on ..." 

Ron 



TRANSLATION OF RON'S TEXT 

"Gesamkunstwefk" : 

"Wagnerian operatic temi rneaning a complete art piece 
catering to al1 the senses at once." 

"viens, mais viens pas dents": 

"literally, come but come without teeth (gum job). and also 
meaning (c'est un doubleentendre) don't come inside." 

"concentre pas trop. tu vas venir epais": 

"a play on don't think too hard or you'll get fat and 
appropriated by young french canadian girls wanting to get 
pregnant. which meant donut concentrate, just do it, and 
therefor a thicker fluid will shoot (or so they thought) and 
therefor more viril[e]. Also possible allusions to penis 

thickness and successful erections." 



QUESTIONNAIRE OF PARTICIPANT EXPERIENCE IN THE 
COLLABORATIVE PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH PHOTOGRAPHIC 

PROJECT "SERO-LOGUES" 

Definitions: 

"Participatory research is defined as systematic inquiry, with the 
collaboration of those affeded by the issue being studied, for the 
purposes of education and taking action or effecting change." 102 

"Participatory research is emerging as a self-conscious way of 
empowering people to effect action toward improving conditions in their 
lives," 1 03 

1. How did you corne to know of the project? 

Ron: "bulletin ad at P.W.A." 

Morgan: "Through a Ryerlad that was posted on a bulletin board at 
the AlDS cornmittee of Toronto-" 

2. What motivated you to participate in the project? 

1 02 L.W. Green et al. "The Royal Society of Canada Study of 
Participatory Research in Health Promotion: Review and 
Recornmendations for the Developrnent of Participatory Research in 
Health Promotion in Canada by the lnstitute of Health Promotion 
Research, University of British Colombia and the B.C. Consortium for 
Health Promotion Research." (British Colombia: Royal Society of Canada, 
October 6, 1994), 7. 

1 03 Peter Park. 'What is Participatory Research? A Theoretical and . . 
Methodological Perspective." In Voices of Chiange: Participato~ 

ted S w d  Canada. (Toronto: OISE Press, 1993). 



Ron: "Having just lost a large amount of weight was curious to 
see if I still looked healthy, good, sexy. The project also 
sounded like a sincere, good cause." 

Morgan: "1 felt I had something worthwhile to Say. This project 
captured my attention because I am familiar with 
participatory research. Knowing I had equal control over the 
images and what it was I wanted to express on film made my 
decision to participate easier. I knew it had the potential to 
be a positive and creative leaming experience." 

3. What were your expectations of the project? 

Ron: "Enlightenment of the masses." 

Morgan: "Along with Paul's expertise in photography 1 wanted to 
collaborate and create a voice for myself through pictures 
and equally as powerful, through script." 

4. Did the project meet your expectations? 

Ron: "Yes." 

Morgan: The  project exceeded my expectations. It allowed me to see 
through time, the stages I went through as someone who is 
HIV+IPLWA, and to communicate that in a way I didn't think 
I was capable of. It was an incredible leaming experience." 

5. Where you comfortable with the project's approach? 

Ron: 'Yes." 

Morgan: "Yes I was. If the photographer had control I probably would 
not have done the shoot. But Paul assured me from the very 
beginning that I had control over each picture. A sense of 
control mattered most to me & I'm sure it was the deciding 
factor for the other 2 participants. Being HIV+, you lose 
some control over your life, this approach allowed me to 



gain back more wntrol than I thought was possible. Very 
powerful ! 

6. Do you feel the project's approach was effective? 

Ron: 'Yes." 

Morgan: "Extremely effective. Three participants with three 
completely different approaches attest to the success of the 
project' s a p proach. Participatory research is a powerful 
leaming tool." 

7. With reference to the definitions of participatoty research 
noted above, do you feel the project met the goals outlined in 
the definitions? 

Ron: "Yes. wmpletely." 

Morgan: Yes - and then some. I leamed a great deal and I honestly 
believe that the images 8 script were powerful enough to 
educate and affect those who saw the exhibition. It ms, for 
me a very empowring experience." 

8. Do you feel your involvement in the project was of a tmly 
collaborative nature? 

Ron: Yes." 

Morgan: "Definitely. Paul allowed me to cal1 the shots, how I wanted 
to be photographed & what it was I wanted to convey. He 
provided assistance with angles, lighting.. ." 

9. Do you feel the collaboration was successful in its 
conclusion? 

Ron: "Yes. Except for the fact that I was too il1 to go see the 
outcome." 



Morgan: "Yes. I was able to express certain feelings & emotions as 
well as stages of my life. Paul captured those images 
perfectly. The script. in this case, only added power to the 
project. I dontt think enough people would have grasped the 
message I was trying to convey with just image alone. This 
was a situation where script added not subtracted to the 
power & intensity of the project." r 

I O .  Were you comfortable with the conditions under which you 
were photographed? (Explain) 

Ron : 'Yes, 1 was very cornfortable. It allowed me to explore 
personal questions I had in myself, within the framewrk and 
help Paul answsr some of his own. I'm also somewhat of an 
exhibitionist, therefore I could not help but be." 

Morgan: 'Yes. Although I've never been photographed nude before, I 
was comfortable but perhaps a bit self-conscious. But it was 
my choice to do these shots and Paul was professional & 
sensitive, which helped me to relax & express myself the 
way in which I wanted to." 

11. Were you comfortable with the experience of producing and 
applying the text? (Explain) 

Ron: "Words are very strong, so are images, but then they often 
are read very differently. I'm not a man of words but it did 
allow me to throw the direction of the photos off into some 
dewntextuaiized situations." 

Morgan: "There was a bit of pressure there, but once again both Paul 
& I learned from the experience. However, the time factor 
forced me to express my thoughts & feelings honestly. There 
was no chance to second guess, it al1 came out naturally." 

12. Additional Comments: 

Morgan: "1 have used the participatory research method with 
residents I used to wrk with in Metro Housing Communities. 



It can ernpower & enlighten when done correctly and it does 
educate and effect change. ft did for me & 1 hope it did for 
those who saw the exhibit. The approach I chose to take 
really opened my eyes to where I was 23 years ago 8 
where I am today & possibly in the future. I wuld & would do 
it again & have something different to say, something new to 
leam from the experience." 



COMPLETE COMMENTS F ROM EXHIBITION LOG 

May 15/95 "Nice work Paul, and Ron, and Morgan, and Shawn! Il's very 
moving. Jason" 

'Thank you for sharing. L. O." 

May l6th/95 "Do these image really 'challenge traditional 
representations' of AlDS suffer[er]s. You show a diversity 
of sorrow and fear, death and abandonment. This repeats 
al1 other AlDS images." Joshua Heuman" 

"Paul, Morgan one and three are (in my opinion) the 
strongest of a good series. The text is often intriguing but 
too frequently pedantic. Good wrk ,  See you at some point 
and we can argue! Josh" 

"Beautiful, Stunning. I am dealing with someone, a good 
friend who is HIV+. It's good to see healing art about a 
topic of such pain. Bravo!" 

"A very sensitive presentation of a painful and difficult 
issue. For me the personalities of the people corne 
through -II, each is a person with feelings hopes anguish 
and desires not just statistics. Excellent wrk.  mla" 

"-most unpleasant ... but I guess thats what you wanted to 
give me right? -artistically...about as exciting as sawhg off 
my own hand ... but more painful. - I..donlt have anything to 
argue here.. .usually 1 see AlDS victims whining, and I think 
I don't owe you ...y out helplessness is not my slavery. 
Sorry. Dave Rivoit, fine arts photog." 



"Angst & Pain-the artist's credo. Thanks for not ruining my 
impression of people in fine arts: cheese eating whiners 
looking for handouts and 'understanding' of their mes. 1 
deal vvith my adversity just fine. Deal with it. Kzitvor Clark-" 

"visually effective-"nicely framed" the teMirnage 
juxtaposition looks nice, effective contrast, but the text 
inevitable disappoints me- either is unnecessary, states 
too much, uses a cliche, etc .... the images offen speak for 
themselves - i've noticed that this happas a lot- artists 
wanting to incorporate text. but who don't spend as much 
time leaming to write - ie reading etc. as much as they 
spent leaming the craft of their primary art - visual. i do not 
intend this to be as rnean as it sounds - there is sorne 
good wrk, ernotions, etc. but the quality of the writing 
must be up to the quality of image, or it should not be 
included. keep pushing further! al" 

"James Gillespie 25.05.95." 

"Paul Johnston: I've corne back twice now to see this 
wondrous work of images & texts - This is a powerful, 
empowering work - i hope that you will arrange for an 
exhibition next year during the academic term - N. 
DeShane - Many Thanks." 

May 18/95 " Of very few exhibits here would I Say 'Brilliant Stuff!' The 
photographs - wondrous + evocative shots - literally 'speak 
for themselves' This is a creative + classy exhibits (more 
than just, but also, too, and AIILS Art exhibit). More! 
Please!. (?) " 

"1 am crying. I love you. (?)" 

'This was great, very emotional it really made me think in 
disbelief of what many people face and have to conquer 
wall done very creative + brilliant yet filied with sorrow + 
happiness. Live life to it fullest and continue to believe. 
Love ?" 



"Aggressive. Sensitive. Shocking. Repetitive, but effective. 
These pictures draw you into the life of the HIV+ - victim. I 
could use some variety of shots, but overall I like the 
display." 

"1 like seeing you expressing your feelings, views about 
being gay & with AIDS. Maybe more of a climax to the end 
- but maybe not. Ending should match intense feeling - 
pictures were very typical - cornmon. Perhaps colour to 
create a mood - in some places?? Very good idea - keep 
working on it. Maybe your images and writing will corne 
closer together and more unique or different from pictures 
that we nomally see." 

"Good idea. -pictures are too typical - you should have 
used a variety of models, children, females and male old 
and Young. -some pictures are very effective emotionally 
but most of them are not. change format of picture (larger) 
to give a better effect. ex. (close-up of an AIDS-victims 
face in despair. (crying). - You should have translated your 
french better in the piece (number 7) and in number 1). It 
might have been your intention, but your french doesn't 
make sense. "viens, mais viens pas m - s p e l l e d  this 
way means teeth. You might have wanted to Say 'dedans' 
which means (inside). I'm not trying to discourage you but 
give you some constructive criticism, to help you, not to 
hurt you. I am also an art student (OCA) so I understand 
how important it is to get feed-back frorn other artists and 
students. Carrnen Roy" 

"Not Irnpressed!" 

"1 am deeply moved both by the photography + the text" 

"Paul, Sensitive and moving. I think the Mole project 
worked out extremely well. Good Luck. Hoping you will 
continue in this direction. Sandra" 



"Paul (Morgan, Ron and Shaw-): Congratulations and 
Thank you. I appreciate the courage it takes to challenge 
mainstream thinking about AIDS. Clearly, we have al1 
collectively invested a trernendous amount of energy into 
ouf fear of AIDS. It was particularly inspiring to me to 
seelread the images of Morgan - clearly the healing 
potential of AIDS has been understated! As a penon living 

HIV since 1983, 1 have rarely been supported in my 
healing of AIDS. This show cullectively is good karma, it 
puts positive energy into the universe. We al1 need this. 
Beyond that, thank you Paul for challenging rny pre- 
conceptions about format. Once again, congratulations 
and thank you. Duncan" 

"P.J. It still blowç my mind that affer ail of these years, the 
concept of AIDS being so dominant in our lives - 
everybodies lives. That you for keeping the spotlight on 
this horrific disease with your wondemil photography and 
the prophetic text. H. May 22/95.'' 

May 23/95 Paul, (& al1 models) God's speed! Your life has touched sa 
many people. You have now & will continue to allow the 
masses to grow through your insight. 
Love always. K. DellaLiberau 

"Paul- I Iike the idea of non-interventionist art (letting your 
models determine the conteas by which they are 
represented). I only wished that the proselpoetry they 
chose tu include had been more spontaneous. As it is the 
commentary is often cliche or , more kindly, striving to 
sound profound. It fails to capture the personal aspect 
your strategy could have successfully captured. Perhaps 
an interview transcript from which the models selected 
extemporaneous excerpts would have worked better. The 
images on their own, are. clear and strong., but the 
hallmark - like sentimentality of some of the writing mars 
the result. Jonathan." 



"Paul (Lopos) Just a few comments on the show. Some of 
the images I find particularly striking; very beautiful. I'd 
also like to Say that I find the concept behind the show (i.e. 
having the models involved in selecting lighting, subject 
rnatter, shots selected) particularly interesting - as an 
AlDS educator who wrks  in a comrnunity - based AlDS 
service organization, this wncept is very 'health 
promoting' (to use a b u n  wrd). It is extremely important 
that people living with HlVlAlDS be allowed to have as 
much control over their lives as possible. Despite the 
comments of a few people in the previous pages (Mo  
have used the terni 'victim') people with HlVlAlDS must be 
allowed to live their lives as Bev want. I find it interesting 
that you chose this concept for the theme of this show. 
Keep up the beauiiful images! John." 

"Paul & Shaw & Morgan & Ron, Some extremely nice 
images and thoughts expressed. Particularly I liked how a 

rso- came through, in so few pictufes, for each of 
the models. That's rare. Thanks for your messages- 
Please stay -! Blaine." 

"Laupos. I find the strength of the collaboration most 
profound with Morgan. I hope your work will reach as 
many as possible in the years to corne its so important 
Thanks Karen." 

"Paul, I loved it. I've never met the men in your photos in 
person, but I feel like I've gotten to see through their eyes 
just a little bit. Good luck w-th your work & everything Love 
Jane Gadsby" 

May 23 1995 "Paul, you are wondemil. You are focused, full of discipline, 
energy, talent, and as Duncan pointed out, good karma. 
Glory Glory, Keep on. Much Love, Congrats, Risa 
Horowitz. " 

"A superb collection of photographs. They wre so 
effective in getting the models' messages across that I was 



affected by them without realizing it. Well done to you 
Paul, and to the models [whose] images you managed with 
100% perfection. Nick" 

May 24/95 "These pictures are disgusting yet they show people the 
terrors of life and what some people have to go through" 

May 25/95 '70 ail of you, Thank you for sharing with others a glimpse 
of a world a lot of us know nothing about. Beautiful Images 
& Thoughts! Thank you again for making us think Bravo! 
Amanda" 

May 26/95 "Well done! Nice mrk! I'm impressed! I'm crying! Rose?" 

'Very good job. Depressing but well done. Very good 
topic. It's something we al1 wonder about. Nice work. 
Jocelyn Santos" 

"Well done Nice wrk I am happy always 8 forever" 

May 26/95 "The photography is both beautiful and the entire exhibit is 
very moving. I'm glad I got to experience it. Mike" 

"Excellent composition of contrasts but excessively 
repetitious!" 



SELECTED TRANSCRIPTS FROM INTERVIEWS WITH 
BIANCHI, BYTSURA, MICHALS AND NIXON 

Intenriewer: Paul Johnston 

Interviewees: Nicholas Nixon (NN), fine art photographer, telephone 

interview conducted July 29. 1995; Duane Michals, fine art photographer, 

telephone interview conducted on August 21, 1995; Tom Bianchi (TB), 

fine art photographer, AIDS activist, Vice President Corporate 

Development CytoDyn, telephone interview conducted January 10, 1 997; 

Bill Bytsura (BB), fine art photographer, AIDS activistlACT UP member, 

cyber interview conducted January 29 - February 3, 1997. 

(To Michals) What do you feel has been the effect of photography on 

AIDS? 

(DM) Wall, I don't know. Actually you should ask the question 'Mat has 

been the effect of AIDS on photography?' Photography has been 

interesting as a response to AIDS. In fact there has been various 

responses but it hasn't changed anything. It's not going to cure AIDS. I 

think we must keep responding though, especially gay photographers. 

(To Bianchi) What do you feel as an AlDS activist has been the effect 

of photography on AIDS? 

(TB) Its just one more communication tool about our situation. The effect 

is something that none of us can know. All we can do is talk about them 



and we can hope that it leads to a larger understanding of our shared 

human condition. 

When I asked Duane the question he asked why I didn't ask what had 

been the effect of AIDS on photography. He felt that would be a more 

appropriate question. 

That's sornething we can answer specifically with regards to our own 

work. 

So if I were to rephrase it to you ... what has been the effect of AIDS 

on your photography? 

Well first of al1 it made it happen. I never intended to be a photographer. 

That was never a goal of mine. My background was as a corporate 

attorney up until 1980. 1 was in New York as senior council at Colombia 

Pictures. And in 1980 1 left to pursue a life as a painterlartist and my use 

of photography was essentially for the most part for my other work, for my 

paintings and sculptures. I had done a series of photographs at Fire 

Island in the late 703, on weekends while I was out at my house. I just 

intended to document the life of the gay cornmunity. And there was a 

specific intention at work and that was to put another face on the gay 

comrnunity which hadn't been seen by the straight world. But I wasn't able 

to seIl that book at that time because basically the publishers 1 talked to 

didn't think that a frank gay coffee table book had any marketability. 

I know some of the questions l'II be asking you, you have already 

answered to death. What I am going to do is try to contextualire 



some of the information because I think 1 already know some of your 

response based on what you've already said. 

Right. I try to make my points clear, you know, as wards. I can tell you 

this, David Peterson, (p e t e r s O n,) was my lover who died in 1988 of 

AIDS, and at that time I was diagnosed as severely imrnuno-suppressed 

already. My thought at the time was I had nothing to lose, essentially 

career aise, by making a very frank book about ourselves as gay. My 

concem at that time was on the personal level I was feeling this terrible 

separation from my physicalness, and you know, fear of disintegration. I 

had a nurnber of friends who were frankly attractive men, and many were 

HIV+, and the first book, Out of the Studio was an effort to provide images 

of ourselves as well, still joined to life. Certainly, there's a lot to being gay, 

but one of the things about being gay is the physical sensual pleasure we 

find in another. At the time 1 did Out of the Studio there was so much in 

the nature of negative images about ourselves, and we are al1 carrying 

around with us in our minds the images of our disintegration, friends who 

were sick and what not. 1 thought it was important to make a record of 

ourselves as well. 

(Ta Bytsura) What do you feel as an AlDS activist has been the effect 

of photography on AIDS? 

(BB) Photography has, at the very least, communicated some facets of 

the epidemic to the general public. But more in a criticism of the press that 

of photography/photographers, or possibly of press photographers in 



general. I think there is so much more of a trend to get to the most 

outrageous shocking photo. Considering the marketing realities of the 

press and the struggle to out seIl similar publications, I guess this is 

something defined by the market. So in these instances there is less 

communicated 'about' the Crisis and it's impact on us than the shock 

valuelsaleability of a photograph. Also, the photographs used may often 

reflect the publication's perspective, their value judgment on the people 

involved, so there is a dishonesty there. Within the Activism movement. I 

think that it is a definite reminder, or mirror to us reminding us what and 

M o  we are fighting for. It also is a very empowering thing for us to do, it 

puts the fight, it creates a tangible thing that we can hold on to. look at, 

and reflect on. I think for many of us a photograph of a demonstration, an 

arrest at that action, someone being dragged off, is an empowering and 

emotionally stirring thing. It takes the fight, the demonstration, from the 

street, and gives us an objed we can own. That, for me personally, and 

frorn what I see around me is the most important thing. It's our history, ouf 

fight being documented. Also though, and to a lasser degree, it does 

communicate some of the urgency of this crisis to the general public, 

moves people to get involved. In my discounting of people to educate 

themselves, pictures of celebrities, Elizabeth Taylor, Sharon Stone, etc. is 

probably more effective than photographs of Activist demonstrations as 

far as alerting people about the Crisis. 



One of our demonstrations, a political funeral in Washington, was to 

include throwing a body of a fallen Activist over the White House fence. 

The feds got wind of this and w r e  very forceful in stopping the possibility 

of that happening. I often wonder what that photograph wuid have meant 

or done for the movement. 

(To Bytsua) What has been the effect of AlDS on your 

photography? 

(BB) AlDS has made me look at what I do as a way of recording the things 

that are happening around me. The work on the documentary packs a lot 

of emotion for me. 1 was rnaking some prints for another round of fund- 

raising, one of the people I photographed sent me text to go with his 

photograph, it mentions his dog. I was thinking of sending him a print, and 

in a conversation with someone today, I found out he died last summer. 

Things like that happen al1 too often, and give me energy to continue this 

work, to record the faces and lives of these people. I don't attach myself to 

this work as an ownership thing, rather I just happen to think this is a 

remarkable thing, Activism. It is the people 1 photograph that are the work, 

it's about them, not me. 1 only hope when it is al1 said and done that I did 

the right thing in the way it's constructed and that it rnakes it into print, 

because the people in it are so worthy of more than what 1 can do. 

In the work I do for money, commercial stuff, it has given me a new 

perspective on that work. It is much less important than the docurnentary 

and it has made it so rnuch easier because the emotions are not there in 



the same way. 1 constantly photograph, and the work I do on the 

documentary rnakes me look into people's eyes and see more than I used 

to. I do a lot of photography on the street, and 1 am more aware of the 

dynamics of people and the things surrounding themfus. It's really 

connected me to my work as a way of telling M a t  I see. I think Diane 

Arbus said something about some criticism of her work, of people she 

photographed. that if she didn't photograph it, people wouldn't see it - or 

words to that effect. 

(Ta Michals) How do you feel mainstream media has represented 

people with AIDS? 

(DM) It tries to photograph the straight world aspects of AIDS It presents 

mothers with children. We need to shy away from images of shriveled gay 

guys. Photographs should be done with sympathy. They should not simply 

be a cruel documentary of them. 

Are you familiar with the work of Nicholas Nixon? 

Yes, well Nicholas Nixon's approach is alien to me. My problem with it is 

that it shows m a t  AlDS looks like, but not what it feels like. That is a 

demand I make of myself in rny own work. 

Do you feel that Nixon's work evokes rage or demands change? 

Well, it is like preaching to the converted. The wider audience just won't 

look at the work. If they do I think they feel that the subjects got what they 

deserved. 



(To Bianchi) How do you feel mainstream media has represented 

people wîth AIDS? 

(TB) Here's a good example of that. recently - you know I think I had 

written in one of my books that the straight world has preferred us at a 

distance suffering - if anyone has any doubt of that one has only to look 

at our coverage in the press. Recently the Los Angeles Times did a story 

on the circumstances of my sero-discordant, the terni they used was sero- 

discordant - meaning my lover was negative and I am positive. In the 

course of that interview which took place over a two and a haif hour 

period of time, f thought I gave what was about a ninety-ninety five up 

interview, and the photographer who came out to photograph us for that 

was very specific about how he wanted us posed and where he wanted us 

looking in he pictures. When the article came out I see this picture of 

myseif looking drearnily into outer space with my lover's head on rny 

shoulder and the caption under the photograph was a comment that Mark 

had made during the interview which was 'I wouldn't have given up on him 

until he was on his death bed.' So it played to the drama in order to be - 
well it played to the negative drama, to the emotion. And I think it is very 

important for us to be honest about, I don't think we need to be Polly 

Annish about this, but it was very clear m e n  I saw the article. Then this 

ran in what they cal1 the 'Life and Styles' section. It was a front page story 

with a colour photograph on the front, and the story continued to the back. 

The back picture was similarly sad looking with my lover's head laying on 



my shoulder. The photographer had told us 'don't smile, I hate pidures of 

people smiling' and one of our fnends told us the photograph looked like 

the last scene from 'Now Voyager.' The lesson I leamed, it was funny, rny 

lover had once before gotten annoyed at me for - there was a book being 

done and Mark and I wsre being photographed for it, and it was a 

heterosexual photographer deliberately posing us in ways that I felt were 

uncharacteristic, keeping us separated. I started to intervene and Mark 

gave me a quick stab to the ribs and said it was his picture. I thought well 

in al1 fairness, I 've had lots of experience with people who were doing 

M a t  I asked them to do so maybe I could submit to the process. But what 

I realized is that the way the image was constructed it was a reflection of 

their views. I think that we are safer to the heterosexual comrnunity if we 

are the object of pity for example. What's frightening [to the general 

public] is our strength. 

(To Bytsura) How do you feel mainstream media has represented 

people with AIDS? 

(BB) Being in the position I am in, and what is around me. The knowledge 

of AIDS and people affected, the emotions they feel, the constant battle of 

taking dnigs and researching new treatments, I think mainstream media 

has failed to portray PWAs in anywhere near the sense of urgency it 

should have. The recent articleslcover stories about the drop in AIDS 

deaths and new treatment bears this out. The headlines are things like 

"AIDS Crisis?" (Time or Newsweek) The media maybe does or does not 



understand the limits people put on finding things out. educating 

themselves. The headlines, the soundbites are what people read and 

hear. They don't go much further to find Viings out unless it is their cause, 

something that affects them directly. I am, I guess as guilty of this as 

anybody. If AIDS doesn't interest you then you don't bother reading about 

it. Maybe they realise these shortwmings and since they are in the 

business of selling merchandise, chum out the things people want, and 

no more. Being where I am I see more than that I see the biased morality 

that helped the virus spread, and the judgments that helped make people 

feel like they w r e  wrong, and not worthwhile. 

From time to time I do see things, articles, broadcasts that are more 

accurate. But al1 in al1 1 think art, in al1 foms has been much more 

effective. but then that is probably too cerebral (intellebual???) for people 

to get any information from, Save for a few hours of the sense, the 

emotions, of what PWAts go through. 

(To Bianchi) How do you feel photogaphy has been utilized to 

construct the meaning of AiDS and the identities of people with 

AIDS? 

(TB) I've had this happen to me, when we did the first cytolin study. we 

had - at the moment that we did it we had very early data that was 

astonishingly positive. I did a CNN interview with Dan Rutts and scientist 

Al Allen, who was the inventor of this therapy. We knew we had to be a 

bit careful at the time of that intetview because uve didn't want to come off 



as hyping something, and the data wasn't broad so there wasn't a great 

deal of patient data. The data we did have was astonishing because in 

the period of five weeks I had gone from a borderline full blown AIDS 

diagnosis to the highest CD4 counts I had ever had. My viral load had 

dropped astonishingly from three quarters of a million to sixty eight 

thousand in five weeks and on my second infusion dropped to under ten 

thousand. I think up until that moment historically. this is still pre-protease 

inhibitor days, pre-triple cocktails days, up until that point in time that was 

a miracle, that the drug could accomplish that so dramatically and swiftly. 

That basically was our news story, but in the interview, Rutts was focused 

on the issue ...'y ou must have been very desperate to be one of the first 

human astronauts' because essentially the point of the therapy was using 

this antibody took an immuno-suppressed person, me, and suppressed 

part of the immune system. What the idea of the therapy is, it suppresses 

the activity of that part of the immune system, *ich becomes self- 

attacking. It suppresses the part of the immune systern that attacks the 

healthy part of the immune system in the face of the infection. So when I 

saw the interview on television I saw a sad and sick looking man talking 

about - my answer to his question 'you must have been desperate to do 

this' no, essentially I had an undentanding of the science and principles 

and it seems to me to make a great deal of sense. I know that what he 

wanted me to Say was yes, I was at the end of my rope and I had no other 

options. Then what he did, M e n  they cut the story broadly we had done 



this interview at a hospital they went from - they cut immediately from me 

to a patient that was clearly in terminus. The visual implication being 

here's the guy being a couple of feet from a terminal hospital bed. 

Was it their idea to have the interview conducted in the hospital? 

Yes. 

How convenient! 

Yeah they wanted it in a clinical kind of setting. 

(To Bytsura) How do you feel photography has been utilized to 

const~ct  the meaning of AIDS and the identities of people with 

AIOS? 

(8B) I think in the same vein as M a t  I have said about the media in 

general, there are many points of view presented in regards to PWA's. I 

know of two examples that have struck me because of how strongly I 

reacted to them. Carolyn Jones, who I believe i s h s  a fashion 

photographer, did a series and subsequent book, called Living Proof. ln 

this book she photographed one or more of the people that were 

photographed for "United in Anger". Briefly, it showed PWA's in uniforrns 

such as chefs outfits, etcetera. These photographs, in my opinion, the 

feeling that I got from them. was that it was almost like a club of PWA's 

who were having a great time, lots of smiles, costumes etcetera. Contraiy 

to what I believe and see, it is contradictory to reality. As with anything, I 

suppose there are times when even a rnurderer on death row rnay have a 

chuckle, it struck me as ironic. My experiences showed me PWAs at 



demonstrations vvho were dedicated to the fight as to show up at the 

action, even though they were not feeling well, and having to sit by the 

sidelines to catch their breath before joining the demonstration again. 

They showed me people standing in front of the ACT UP meeting 

remernbering a fallen Activist with tears in their eyes, hugging each other, 

crying and wanting this to stop. The other is Nicholas Nixon and some 

photographs he did with an 8 x 10 camera, I think. These photographs 

were cold, unfeeling and distanced. The feeling that I got was that he was 

capturing the horror of the condition and nothing else, maybe for the 

sensationaIism of it. I have not read much about him or seen much other 

work of his. I give these exampies, because like the predetermined "spin" 

the press puts on articles about AIDS, detemined by which way the wind 

is blowi-ng at that moment, these are interpretations by artists and though 

the images may stand on their own as great photographs, the end result is 

something that the artist wants to Say. Their reality, not ours, their 

perspective. I think if you needed to get an accurate view of AlDS through 

photography, then you need to take a look across the speanim of work 

that has been produced. But again, this is my main criticism of Carolyn 

Jones work, her photographs showing people smiling is totally 

contradictory to what I see. Someone may look at that wrk, as they do 

the front page of the paper saying AlDS deaths have dropped and think, 

"Oh, everything is ok now." 



As for the meaning of AIDS, most of the work that I've seen, or at least 

the work that I think is more accurate, most always has text included. I 

think the emotions are so strong and personal that it is necessary in most 

cases. Like the virus, it's much deeper inside, the real stniggle. In that 

way I think it presents a more accurate, personal and varied experience of 

AlDS and M a t  it means. Photographs of demonstrations can show the 

anger, but the real meaning of AIDS is a much more personal one. 

(To Bianchi) What do you feel has been at stake in perpetuating 

these kinds of representations? 

(TB) There is a much larger issue here. Socially we have enormous fear 

in the area of disease and illness. A lot of people feed into that fear. The 

message is about how to get out of it. Sometimes are swamped for it. One 

of the things that I always thought was a mistake politically because it tied 

together the hands, was attempting to elicit pity for ourselves as opposed 

to respect. If you look to the early days of the gay movernent the first 

strategy was - 'well we can't help ourselves frorn being this way so you 

have to feel sorry for us and not punish us for it.' That the was the tactic 

which preceded the gay rights movernent which minored the 'black is 

beautiful' movernent. 

(To Bytsura) What do you feel has been at stake in perpetuating 

these kinds of representations? 

(BB) I think its dangerous, in cases like this to not represent things 

tnithfully, w.thout your own (spin, agenda???) attached. It may be 



impossible though. But if you can produce images, w r d s  or whatever, 

frorn deep within and not have a perspective, a goal in mind, then it's 

honest. If you start with a blueprint, then I think its invalid. That is, if you 

are an artist, that's where it should corne from, within. There should be a 

passion, not an objective. And people's opinions are fomed by what they 

see and hear, and therein lies the responsibility of being honest and 

emotional about your work. 

I look at the general public as being a big cow that is being led around 

by the farmer. 

(To Bianchi) How does being HN+ affect you as a photographer? 

(TB) One of the opportunities an individual has when faced with a terminal 

diagnosis is to clear a lot of garbage out of their Iife and get as essentially 

and authentically honest as possible both with the self and the outside 

world because there is no point of bullshit at this point in time. You know I 

grew up at a time when if someone had cancer it was the 'cl wrd,  you 

know when you were a child you would catch your parents giving 

information to each other that some relative had just been diaynosed w.th 

c _ _ - _ a  a n c e r so that the kids wouldn't know about it. The common 

practice was that the patient was never told M a t  their condition was. It 

was accepted that the patient be dealt with in a state of denial, and that 

was the kindest humane way to deal with these problems. One of the 

things that I had felt for exarnple in ternis of images of gays and males, 

was the enormous amount of dishonesty in the work that was being 



presented. The only place that you had frank honesty was in 

pomography. There was no question what that was or m a t  that was 

about. Anything that pretended to be art was pretty much covered in or 

coded in such a way so the homosexual elements could be denied. 

Particularly in the late eighties. Expensively produced cuffee table books 

started appearing, which included some high profile people wtio were in 

fact gay, but the photographs that were published were designed not to 

reveal that. Certainly any gay person knew it. Men were never allowed to 

touch each other or be frank in who they were. So Out of the Studio for 

me wasn't so much about photography, but photography was a good 

medium to correct that issue. 

(To Nixon) What was the selection criteria when selecting your 

su bjects? 

(NN) 1 took everybody. 

Were your subjects consulted with regard to the manner in which 

they were to be presented? 

(NN) Well, that's hard to Say. I did the best I could to be honest you, 

about who I was, what I was doing, and why I was doing it. Most of them 

called me. I didn't cal1 anybody directly, they heard about the project and 

called me if they were interested. 

When it actually came time for the photographing of the subjects, did 

they have any input at that point? 

Sure, although that varied from person to person. 



(To Bianchi) In your collaboration with the women in Among Women 

you gave them the opportunity to be portayed as they wished to be 

seen. How important was that to you? 

(TB) Well that is critically important to me in al1 of rny transactions with 

rnodels. One of the most cornmon type of the image of the nude is where 

the photographer essentially uses the nude as an abstract element. It 

doesn't have very much to do with the person. They are essentially a 

prop, or they are essentially the object of desire. I started the effort to 

change that with my pictures of men. If I go back for example, when I was 

shooting the SX7û's at Fire Island, I knew that there was potentially a 

problem that people would have with the privacy issue. A lot of people 

would have a problem with someone taking pictures of them in a gay 

setting. The SX70 format worked for me because, that was those instant 

pictures, so I could go to a party and take pictures of thern and lay them 

out on the table so that the people who were being photographed could 

see exactly mat the representation of themselves was. It provided a 

comfort zone because they looked at the pictures and thought 'oh these 

are really cool.' That allowed me great latitude. This ties back into a 

lesson I leamed from Sam Wagstaff. Sam as you may know was the 

mentorflover of Robert Mapplethorpe, and Sam saw those first SX70's, I 

had two stacks, one which I tended to publish which I thought were 

beautifully wmposed nice pictures. Then I had rny secret stash. The 

secret stash were a lot sexier, a lot more frank. They may not have been 



quite as fomally cornposed as the others, and Sam looked at the two 

stacks and he said, 'Are we making this book for Our mothers? If we are 

its not very interesting. You ought not try to compete Stephen Shore 

for example.' Basically Mer  tearing me apart, and quite correctly and 

kindly he pointed out that the one thing that I had that was uniquely mine 

was the ability to go behind closed doors. Those were the interesting 

photographs, and those photographs were the ones that w u l d  be 

interesting in the long tem. He suggested, which is a lesson I had leamed 

about art making a long time ago, and one that I quoted for my recent 

essay for in fhe Studio which is a quote from Duane Michals, 'Never try to 

be an artist, just do your work. If it is true it bewme art.' If you look at 

particularly the Rood of male images that have corne out, what you see 

more often than not is a photographer who is trying to make images that 

make himlher look like a professional photographer. It has a lot more to 

do with that than the social issues or the people in the images. I find this 

is true. If collectors are looking for something for their wall, they still much 

prefer images that are polished and elegant and have that arty quality. 

Certainly I played with that scene. 

(To Bytsura) Did the people you photographed have a Say in their 

representation? If $0, to what degree? 

When I began photographing for this project, I really had no clear 

objective. The thing that was most important to me was to create strong 

portraits. I wanted to take Activists off the street and put them in the studio 



and do this genre of portrait. It was Iike taking people who were 

dismissed, criticized, and treating them as formal subjects. There were 

many photographs of Activists in the streets, I wanted to - I don't know 

how to Say it other than through photography, to elevate them, treat them 

as worthwhile, important people. I wanted to let people look into their eyes 

and be able to study everything, the lines on their faces, the expressions. 

Whenever 1 do a shoot for this work, I always Say up front, 'This is 

about you, not me, and whatever you want to show, project, through props 

or anything else, then it is up to you. I want this to be you.' 

In the end, when 1 do select prints, I have a sense of that person, and 

select an image that refleds m a t  we talked about, or reflects what I know 

about them. I also consider the text, sometimes that didates the image as 

well. 1 never try to pose anyone, or direct them at all. I think this way 

successfully catches a glimpse of that peson, during the shoot, at a point 

their guard is down and I get a very candid, intirnate image of that person. 

(To Bianchi) In In Defense of Beeufy I agree with the foreword, it is 

very eloquent and very beautifully written. Part of me felt s o q  that 

you had to write it, part of me was thrilled that you did. The 

integration of the images and text was something I hadn't seen in 

your earlier work. Was that your idea? 

Well here's what happened. I had gotten terribly annoyed vvith the lack of 

clear thinking in the gay press. Because frankly, if your work is gay you 

don't get wvered in the straight press. For example, for any number of 



Christmases I had one of the top best-selling caffee table books for the 

season. Do you think the L.A. Times ever included one of my books in a 

review of the 'books for Christmas' section. The answer is of course not. 

We didn't exist, so a photographer working in frank gay images is not on 

the radar screen of the straight press. So we wound up being talked about 

by the gay press almost exclusively. Sadly, some of the people who write 

reviewç and what not for those magazines, they don't have the sarne 

quality of mind that is required for larger press. I mean they are not even 

required to be able to punctuate, or constnict a sentence according to the 

niles of grammar often times. 

Or have any background in what they are Mting about. 

Or yeah, al1 it is, is uninformed opinion. A number of times I have been 

attacked as an elitist and there was a particular interview which sort of lit 

rny fire because it was written by a person who was incapable of 

understanding m a t  I was trying to talk about, and thought that my effort to 

create healthy images of ourselves as the antidote for the crisis was 

delusional. I wrote that essay in an attempt to address the issues that 

created that kind of thinking. What the hell is this about? There are two 

people who I sent that essay to, one was the person who, frankly I can tell 

I never publish a work without him seeing it. His name is Del Kolve, and 

he is considered one of the world's foremost Chaucerian scholars. He 

teaches here at UCLA, and it is in fact his and his lover's swimming pool 

where I shoot a lot of my work. They are very generous to me with regards 



to the use of their space. When Del read the essay, I was thinking of 

sending it to a magazine. his comment was he thought it was too fine for 

that. That it mefiteci publication as a book, and my editor Michael 

Denneny had exactly the same feeling when he read it. At that time he 

was just mnternplating a series of small format books. One of the reasons 

for doing that that was it would give them the opportunity to introduce new 

photographers, without the trernendous expense. Paper had been 

skyrocketing, so they were going to see if something like that would be 

marketable. It also gave us the opportunity as a format to do something in 

the nature of essays wupled with pictures. I thought well, there are many 

points that I make in this essay which could and should be illustrated with 

photographs. That's how it was fomed. 

And it works very successfully. 

I did by the way, thank the person who aggravated me for having to write 

the essay. 

What fonn did the criticism take? 

Well as I mention in my essay, I had decided not to include a photograph 

of a lesion in rny book. Its exclusion was more as a sign of hope. The 

mode1 in question actually no longer has the lesion. To this day he hasn't 

had another lesion appear. That's what I wanted to stay focused on, that 

that is possible. It is possible to heal. This writer said, 'well I wish Bianchi 

would have addressed that issue and made a photograph of a lesion that 

was a beautiful photograph.' I called that writer aftenrvard and I said 'I've 



got to tell you I think you were right. I wish I hadn't flinched from that,' but 

partly it was a very personal issue. KS. is one of the diseases that my 

late lover dealt with toward the end of his life. It was a tenitory of 

enormous sadness for me. I do know that the only way you overcome is to 

accept it. 

I also found your revelation in In Defense of Beaufy that eleven of 

the models, people you photographed, and friends, were in fact HW+ 

or had AlDS quite surprising because of the old stereotypes and 

constructions that I had been used to ... 
More importantly eleven of the people that 1 had photographed had died 

of the disease since I had taken the pictures. Many more than the eleven 

were HIV+. 

Oh I see, well that's even more powerful. First of all, In Defense of 

Beauty, was that the first place that you publicly revealed that? 

No, I had always been very candid about my HIV status. 

NO, not your own. That much I did know. 

Oh yes. I think that in the introduction in my first book I revealed that. Let 

me look at it, I think I revealed that then. 

Your first book is Out of the Studio? 

Out of the Studio, right. Itve got a copy of it here. 

I didn't see that, and it could have been an oversight on my part, but I 

didn't see that written. 



You rnay be right. Let me see. No you are right, I didn't reveal that in that 

book. I think that the reason I didn't was I didn't want people running 

throughout the book speculating. 

Yeah. and that's exactly whatms happens, but thatms not good enough, 

we have to address the issue. we have to face it. 

Well I c m  say this, those first four men in the book in the first chapter, the 

'first outpost pool pictures', those were my very first full black and Wite 

photographs, outdoor photographs, up until that point in time the only 

thing I had done in black and white was the indoor studio pictures as 

study material for my books. Three of those four men are HIV+, and of 

them are dead. 

This is in Outpost? 

Yeah, in that first chapter, 'outpost pool party' in Out of the Studio. I have 

to admit right now that I don't know this for sure and I didn't include Bill in 

the numbers, but the boy on the cover sitting on the shoulders of the other 

fellow, I saw him last two years ago at Fire Island in a state of extreme 

wasting. I got a telephone cal1 about a year and a half ago from his 

mother asking me, because I had given him about eleven photographs 

from that series which he had very beautifully framed, and his mother 

called me to find out if there was a dealer who might seIl them because it 

was the last of Bill's assets. I have to admit I couldn't bring myself to ask 

her m a t  his state of health was because I was already aware of it. I was 



afraid he might be very close to death. So today I don't know whether Bill 

is alive or not. I expect fully because he moved to Florida last I'd heard, 

and his lover who was doing the handstand on the wall died here in Los 

Angeles about three or four years ago. One of the other people in that 

photograph was actually somebody that I had been dating, before my last 

lover and I came together. I had lost track of him because he completely 

fell out of my life. I knew that or I had heard that he had started having a 

lot of problems. I asked around but I don't knowfor certain if he is alive. It 

is entirely possible that I am the only one left out of that group that was 

there that day except for Lamy, the lover of the professor I rnentioned. 

Right. M e n  I look at your images I can't help but do a cornparison 

with images I have seen previously. I had rnentioned at the onset that 

I had interviewed Nicholas Nixon, and I know you know Duane 

[Michals] but are you familiar with Nicholas' work? 

Yeah. 

So the book People with AlDS is what I am refemng to. .. 
I thought it was a very lovely book. 

A lovely project in the context of the book. I had read the book prior 

to interviewing him and in reading the text - the thoughts, the words, 

the desires, the wants, the wishes of the people who were 

photographed were what was needed, for me, to actually look at the 

images. 

Uh-huh. 



I also considered the context of the time that he did the project. 

Rig ht. 

One of the things that I wanted to ask you about, the criticism - ha 

has had as much praise as criticism for the work, but the criticism 

that has been leveled against him was prirnarily as a resuft that he 

had exhibited some of the images prior to the publication of the 

book. at MoMA The criticism was that the context wasn't there. 

Would you agree with that? The images as they stand on their own? 

Well I am not so specifically remembering, my rewllection is a bit vague. 

One thing I have ieamed and 1 wrote this in In Defense of Beauty, a 

picture is not wrth a thousand words. I don't get myself involved in 

Catholicism about aesthetic issues. I think if you have something to Say 

and I have even done this in my paintings, I've added tablets of writing to 

help elucidate the feelings that I have. My feeling is that if an artist needs 

to wmmunicate why not take advantage of whatever media. To tell you 

the truth, you know Paul I consider this interview that I am doing with you, 

this conversation to be equivalent to my photographs in a sense that al1 of 

it is an attempt to wmmunicate things that uve think are important. If in this 

interview we provide information to people to broaden their vision we are 

accomplishing a purpose. One we label an interview the other we label a 

photograph. But what does it matter? Does it finally? Art in communication 

is essentially a collaborative effort. It is a collaboration between the 

viewer and the art. It is a collaboration betvveen the people who write 



about it and the art, and the artist as well. Its al1 part of the same thing. Its 

just different ways of wmmunicating it. 

I couldn't disagree with you at ail. One of my only concems is that 

the people who are trying to communicate something maybe using a 

point of view which is not necessarily the most positive for the 

people that they are representing, or trying to communicate about. I 

asked Duane the same question and basically, he didn't want to be 

critical, he said if there is a problern it would be that Nicholas' work 

shows what AlDS is but it doesn't show what it feels like. For him it 

is more important to understand emotion. 

Duane is a very interesting artist because of course he was one of the 

very first people to add words to the images to explicate his meanings. I 

think it was a recognition of the fact that he could more completely 

communicate his meanings by adding the words to the images. Frankly I 

think he has done it brilliantly on many subjects. It is absolutely true, you 

know Duane has said this in his books and I agree him completely, 

when a photographer daims :O be able to get at the sou1 of his subjects in 

the image I think that is just pompous nonsense. What a photograph is, is 

an abstraction of a reality. It is a hivo dimensional expression of a three 

dimensional reality. Try as you might to talk about the human condition, it 

is imperfect in and of itself. The other point that I made was it is a lot 

easier to portray human suffering. The art world itself has a sort of a 

prejudice in favour of things that appear heavy duty. Somebody asked me 



once how I compared my w r k  to Mapplethorpe's, and my feeling was at 

that time that there were two ways of denigrating homosexuals. One is to 

claim that their behaviour is so out there and bizarre that it is beneath 

contempt and beyond looking at. In that sense Robert brought light to the 

dark side in those images that dealt with extreme sexual fetishes. What 

we would consider more extrerne fringe sexual behaviour. The other way 

of denigrating us is through images that are weak and ineffectual, 

beneath contempt. As a result, the tactic I took was to approach us in 

play, approach and portray us as the strong and beautiful beings we are. 

So in a sense I am trying to give some gravity to our lighter side. I think 

that is in essence the difference between our strategies. I very frankly am 

a political being. The struggle for social acceptance is a political as w l l  

as a spiritual quest. My feeling is plenty of people were attacking it from 

the other side and plenty of people were dealing wath the superficiality of 

sexual desire. I was trying to add something else to the dialogue. What 

was important for me is, I remember the first time I went to Fire Island, 

and the thrill of seeing men walking with their arms around one another; 

seeing these beautiful men sitting on the side of the pool their arms 

around each other laughing. To me that was so potent because it 

immediately identified me as who I wanted to be. My work has frankly 

been that. 

(To Bytsura) How important to you was the inclusion of text? How 

was this accomplished? 



It was important in this case. If I was more of a writer, then I wuld have 

kept notes and wrote around the images, of what we talked about during 

the shoot and what the person was involved in, their situation etc. The 

photographs, wheras I think they could stand on their own. went to a 

point. Then I thought if the text was personal, a one on one, viewer to 

photograph, it wauld make a stronger statement, a personal one, more 

personal than could corne frorn me, and also help explain. lnstead of one 

point of view there could be hundreds and from that the viewer wuld draw 

their own conclusions. When I w u l d  approach people to be 

photographed, or they would volunteer, mostly that is how it happens, I 

felt if someone felt strong enough then they would volunteer. Though I did 

approach some people outside of ACT UP. I would ask people to write a 

short piece of text to go along with their photograph. Sometimes they did 

this on the spot, especially at the conference, sometimes it was years 

later. But again as in the photographs, I told them it was al1 about 

whatever they want to say, no guidelines, no censoring. Unfortunately, 

sometimes they didn'! get a chance to see their photographs or write 

anything. In those cases I may decide to write sornething about the shoot 

or them, but then that's a third person account, and less honest than the 

way most of the work is wnstructed. 

(To Bytsura) Nicholas Nixon has been both paised and criticized. 

The criticism that has been leveled against him was prlmarily as a 

result that he had exhibited some of his images, prior to the 



publication of the book, at MoMA. Would you agree with that? The 

images as they stand on their own? 

I don't know anything about this exhibition thing, could you tell me? 

The images as they stand on their own? 

I just looked at some of the photographs from a book, Piclores of People. 

In the back of this book there are a few pictures from his AlDS project, 

mainly of one person. I guess in a way I find them disturbing, not because 

of the condition of the people, but because it seems to take advantage of 

their situation. I can look at them and go 'Ohhh', but other than that I get 

no feelings from them, they seem wld, distanced. In what I've done there 

was a point to it, to let people know what was going on, particular to the 

events that sunound this epidemic. His photographs seem to take nothing 

into account, other than to produce a disturbing image with nothing 

behind it. It almost discounts the disease and its effects by being so 

blatant. 

(To Bytsura) Do you feel that photographs should show what AlDS 

feels like or looks like? 

ldeally both. As in Nixon's case, I think it can be discounting of the 

disease and it's effects. In a demonstration wtiere more information is 

available because of signs, posters, and expressions on people's faces, 

and the fact that you know the demonstration is about AIDS, the anger is 

apparent. In portraits it can be deceiving, people can be shown as smiling 

and happy, or in some stage of the disease. I guess I look at it as more 



politicai. I am trying to make people see my point of view, but it is one 

shared by many. Two photographers that are always in my mind, and in 

addition to the old masters, Kertez, Cartier-Bresson, Modei, there are 

some photographs that inspired me and to which I tried to match in 

intensity. One is the photograph, by W. Eugene Smith, (1 think) of the 

mman bathing her child. It was from a series on Hiroshima, you can feel 

her emotions, it stops me in my tracks every time I see it. The other is the 

photograph from Vietnam of the girl ninning d o m  the road, naked with 

amis outstretched. you can see, feel and hear her fright. I think that some 

photographers, for whatever reason don't live up to this. Photography is a 

way of recording M a t  happens around us, and serves to let people know 

of this. When you get too much into your point of view, especially in 

documentary photography, there is a risk of being dishonest, and as I said 

before, most people are fed what they know of events that happen around 

them. So for me there is a responsibility we share. In the case of AIDS, I 

guess I am in the trenches the people I photograph, it is to me more 

of a collaboration that we are doing, not a personal statement of mine. 

Through this w r k  I share my experience as honestly as I can. That's 

where the text is very important to me, I wanted to be honest and let the 

people I photographed speak. In that way there was less of a risk of being 

one sided. 

In the two cases, Carolyn Jones, 'Living with Proof and the Nixon 

work, I think they are interpretations of AIDS. Some may share them and 



accept them, I see too much of a personal, a one person point of view. 

When you get into the complexities of AIDS, the emotions that nin with it, 

bigotry, homophobia. racism - these two works fall way short. I mean it 

can't be denied if government, and education took a lead early on, then 

things would have been different. How can you show, and inform people 

of this? In the bigger picture, I think ouf shortcomings are magnified in this 

epidemic. The indifference, the importance of making money instead of 

treating people. People deserve to maintain a certain level of health, I 

think it's a right. And it's a moral obligation of ours to provide us all with 

this. My picture of AlDS is contained in this much larger scenario. More 

than me, it is al1 of us, our indifference, being more concemed about Our 

own well being. 

What AlDS feels like, and looks like is an interpretation. It c m  be the 

devastating photographs of a PWA. It can be the parents of an AlDS 

patient. It can be the confusion at a demonstration. And in the end, it's 

about honesty. 
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